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Dean 'ecstatic'
about allocation
for new building
KENTUCKY
LEGISLATORS
ARE STEPS
AWAY FROM
SLOTTING $26
MILLION TO
CONSTRUCT A
NEW SCIENCE
COMPLEX.

BY MORGAN HARDY
AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

''We're ecstatic."
Dean of the College of Science John Mateja gushed with
enthusiasm as he confirmed the total of $26 million the
governor allocated for a new science complex to replac,e
the aged Blackburn Science Building in the next four
years.
"We're absolutely delighted that this has been passe~,"
Mateja said. "Of course, there's still some more to go
before it's a done deal, b u t we're very enthusiastic.''
The multimillion dollar funding was announced in a
campuswide e-mail from the president's office to faculty
Wednesday.
"We have now completed two steps in the four·step
legislative process," the release from Alexander stated. "I
do feel certain enough about the result that our Science
College is proceeding with their educational plans for the
building."
The proposed complex would consist of two or three
buildings, based on a model created by Austin Peay's sci·
ence multiplex. The biology, chemistry and physics
departments w ill all move to the new site. In addition to
these, mathematics and geosciences are under discussion,
but are "doubtful," Harry Fannin, associate professor of
chemistry, said.
Fannin will a lso serve as chair of the committee in
charge of the project's development, which includes
Mateja, Beth Brubaker, lab safety and waste coordinator
in the department of chemistry; John C rofton, assistant
professor of physics and engineering; Tom Timmons,
chair of the biology department; David White, professor
of biology; Don Bennett, chairr.lan and professor in math
and statistics; and George Kipphut, associate professor in
geosciences.
While the funding has not yet been finalized, two of
three major hurdles have been surmounted. The final
step in the funding p rocess will be gaining the app roval
of the Kentucky state legislature, w hich w ill decide the
end fa te of the proposed complex.
The funding of the project would be split into two
installments of $13 million, the first after two years and
the second after four.
Howe\'er, Crofton cautioned that $26 million was not
as grand a figure as perceived . He used the example of
Northern Kentucky University's recent construction,
which cost "around 40 million," and recommended a figure "at least double" to governor's allotment.
"If you look at the n umber of square feet we' ve got
now, I think it's going to be a challenge to use that 26 mil·
lion dollars to construct a facility that not only meets our
current needs, but our future needs as well," Crofton
said .
Construction on the facilities would be done on a
"replacement" plan, Mateja said. As the complex is gradually completed, more and more classes will be moved
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Weather
Weekend snow squall
dumps four inches of flakes

Photos by
Lisa Wheat
and Ryan Brooks
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(Top ) Dn id Kl apper,
senior from M ur ray; Risa
lkemoto. senior fre m
Japa n and Emi Matsui
from J a pa n construct a
castle in the tightly packed
snow after Saturda)·'s
stor m
(Bottom) Shannon Nelson,
junior from Murray, pushes her way through the
cold wind on Monday in
an a ttempt to get to class
despite the weather.

Plea.~ see GRANT/18

Old Man Winter paid a visit to Murray
last Saturday, a trip he has neglected to
make for the past few years .
This winter mascot dumped about four
inches of white, fluffy crystals that made
driving difficult, but provided fun for Mur·
ray State students as snowmen and other
snow sculptu res sprang up around campus.
Old Man Winter doesn't intend to leave
town any time soon . Chances are good this
weekend he will bring more snow and ice,
as well as temperatures colder than normal,
forecaster Doug Boyette of the National
Weather Service in Paducah, said.
W h ile the white blanket covering yards
and houses mi'y seem rare to Murray resi-

dents, Boyette said the past few years, when
minimal snow reached Murray, were out of
the ordinary.
"The snow so far is not unusual,'' he said.
"The last few years have been unusual
where we've gotten little snow."
In addition to meteorologists, airpo rt
workers meticulously meas ure snowfall
and take necessary actions to clear runways
of the flakes.
"It's been a t least two, three years since
we've had what I'd call measumble snow,"
Murray-Calloway County Airport Manager
Johnny Parker said. "Everybody's been
commenting on how the weather's been
good for the past ft.•w years. Wc'vt! been due
for some bad weather.''
Please see SNOW/18

Friends reflect on death of Mayfield student, hold memories
Brian "Scott" Thompson, soph omore education major
from Mayfield, died· Friday at 8:45 p.m. at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn.
The 19-year-old Thompson died after he s uffered
injuries from a two-vehicle accident.
He was a member of St. Joseph Catholic C hurch in
Mayfield and a member of the Hart Honor Society and
served as vice president of community service at the
Newman House.
Thompson graduated from Graves County High
School in 1998 where he was a member of the Beta Club,
Fellowship of Christian Athletes and Agape Club. He
was also active in high school baseball, tennis and football.
He is survived by his parents, Allen and Kathy Hugh·
es Thompson of Mayfield; a brother, Derek ~ompson of
Mayfield; and his grandmothers, Barbara Hughes of
Mayfield c1nd Mary Hilda Thompson of Fancy Farm.
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Greg Stark,
possible SGA
presidential
candidate,
suggests
getting
tropical spin on Murray
State satellite campuses.
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Pile said every morning around 7:30,

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

Scott Thompson: 1980 - 2000

News EDITOR

a group of friends would meet at

Brian Scott Thompson brought out
the best in other people. He walked
though life with a smile on his face and
radiated happiness to everyone.
On Jan. 21, Scot~ was driving to Mayfield for a Graves County High School
basketball game. He was going home
just like he did every weekend. Later
that night, at the same game he was
planning to attend, officials announced
he had died in a car accident.
" I found out (about the accident) Friday night around 7:30 or 8," Mark
French, Thompson's roommate, said. "I
was informed of his death around 9:15.''
Scott Pile said his fondest memories
of Thompson occurred during breakfast.

Winslow Dining Hall for breakfast, and
the first thing he would see as he
entered would be Thompson sitting at
the table with a big smile on his face.
"It is hard enough to get up for breakfast every morning, let alone smile,"
Pile said .
Pile said seeing Thompson smile in
the morning was a great way to start the
day.
Pile met Thompson three semesters
ago when he moved into Hart College
as a freshman. One of his friends came
up to h im and said there was a guy
moving in that looked just like him.
"Then I met him and found out we
shared a lot of the same interests," Pile
said.
Pile and Thompson became friends

PAGE6
The possibility of the
Fibers class closing after
t his semester is causing
controversy in the art
department.
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PAGE 11
The only single-sex resi·
dential college left on cam·
pus wi ll remain that way
for the time being.
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Auburn
A~sistant

joe

Pannunzio is
the last of
seven finalists
for the head
football conch position to
visit campus.

through their shared interests and were
also involved in the Hart Honors Sod·
ety and intramural sports together.
" I am thankful God let me know Scott
Thompson just for the short time he
did," Pile said.
Thompson wanted to be a teacher. He
majored in elementary education.
"He fel t he really could inspire young
children," French said . "He had a good
personality for it. He was extremely
hard-workipg and very determined."
Thompson was involved in many
organizations. Along with being n
member of the Hart Honors Society and
intramural sports, he also represented
the third floor for his residential college
council and volunteered at the Newman
House. Thompson was also responsible
for organizing an aluminum can rl>eyPleasc sec

f OR BRIAN
SCOTT
THOMPSON'S
FRIENDS, ONLY
HIS SMILE
REMAINS.
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PAGE 16
Club sports such as men's
and women's ru~by and
the men's rowing team
prepa re to continue on
without funding from the
university.

(f you read about games in
the College Life section,
find out how you can play
sume of those games
online. Go to wwv.•.thenews.org/ onlinel.htm to
find out how.
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Board of Regents
Faculty/Staff meeting held
The Murray State Board of
Regents Faculty /Staff Affairs Committee met on Thursday afternoon
in the Jesse Stuart Room of Pogue
Library to discuss faculty issues
raised by Regent James Rudolph at
the Board of Regents meeting held
on Dec. 10.

United Way benefit concert
to be held in Lovett Feb. 4
Earl "ETC" Thomas Conley and
Brandon Waters will hold a benefit
concert for United Way on Feb. 4 at
7 p.m in Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is $10, and all proceeds
benefit United Way.

Honorarium given for
James Cunningham
Family members of James Cunningham donated to the College
of Science in his honor.
Cunningham, a 1946 Murray
State graduate who died Sept. 15,
1998, was inspired in many
aspects of his academic career by
Walter E. Blackburn, for whom
Blackburn Science Building is
named.
After completing work as a
chemist for Owens-Coming, Cunningham was named general
managt•r of Research Chemicals, a
division of Nucor Corporation.

NEWS
How to
.reach us

'

am pus

Under his guidance, the division
was transformed from an unprofitable operation into a world
leader in rare earth minerals.
Said Dean of the College of Science John Mateja: "The Cunninghams' gift will help Murray State
provide its g raduates with a level
of education demanded by
today's and tomorrow's jobs."

Student Law Association
offers LSAT prep seminar
The Murray State Student Law
Association w ill offer a seminar on
preparation for the LSAT, or Law
School Admission Test Tuesday at
3:30 p.m. The seminar will be held
in the Mississippi Room of the Curris Center. For more information,
contact Joe Chaney at 762-3459.

Class in VIctorian art
offered starting Feb. 8
A class on Victorian Style Press
Flower Notecards and Pictures will
be Feb. 8 from 6 to 8 p.m. The class,
taught by Jean Lewis, will be held
in the Curris Center Mississippi
Room and cost is $20. For information or to register, call 762-3662.

American Hurnanics
seeks campus volunteers
The American Humanics Campus Connections Volunteer Center
is in need of MSU students, faculty,

Editor-In-Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Ufe: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

'

or staff. Areas needing help
include: animal shelters, the United
Way and Glendale Place Retirement Center. Contact Georgette
Lopez at 762-6177 for more information.

Child Care center opens
On Jan. 18, the Evening Child
Care Preschool and Primary Program opened on the Murray State
campus.
The evening program is available
Monday through Thursday from
4:30 to 9:30 at the Ruby Simpson
Child Development Center and will
include educational activities for
children ages 3 to 8.
Children of Pell Grant recipients
enrolled in evening classes at .MSU
are guaranteed a slot, and other students, faculty and staff may enroll
their children as space allows.
Rates will be $13 per evening and
w ill be based on a sliding scale. Fees
include an evening meal and snack.

Project Archeology holds
workshop for teachers

Jeremy

Edward~The

News

Deep thoughts:

Freshman Desirae Bullinger from Marble
Hill, Mo. rests on a computer in a moment of reflection.
335-3681.

African American Student
Organization holds seminar

The African American Student
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center w ill hold Kentucky's first ProServices Office will sponsor a semiject Archeology workshop for edu- nar to dicuss African American
cators.
progress since the Civil Rights
A workshop fee of $60 will cover movement. The program will be
the instruction book and materials. Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the MultiFor more information, or to register, • cultural Center, which is located on
phone Carla Hildebrant at (270) the Curris Center first floor. For

more information, please phone the
African American Student Services
Office at 762-6836.
J

,
Briefs arc compiled by Morgan Hardy, assistant news editor and
Melissa Stoneberger, assistant college
life t•ditor.
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Businesses trash new
BY HAYLEY COCKERTON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

House Bill 1, a bill legislators are currently
considering for legislation, faces opposition
from local businesses.
The new bill would implement a statewide
deposit on aluminum, glass and plastic drink
containers, as well as a one-fourth cent fee on
fast food containers that are handed through
drive-thru windows. Legislators want this to
be a step toward the environmental clean-up of
Kentucky.
Gerald Rule, manager of Pocket's Convenience, is against the new bill because it will be
time-consuming.
"It will be hard to keep up with," he said.

APBNEWS,
A CRIME
STATISTICS
AND ANALYSIS
WEB SITE, HAS
GIVEN
M URRAY
STATE
"MODERATE"
CRIME RATE, .
COMPARABLE
TO OTHER
LOCAL
SCHOOLS.

~eposit

"Customers won' t have time to bring them (the
bottles) back."
Rule also said he believes the customers will
not want to pay the additional fee the " Bottle
Bill" would tack on.
•
Local fast food restaurants in the Murray
area might not be affected.
"I don' t know if a one-fourth of a cent per
container would affe-ct the prices much," a
local fast food restaurant manager, who did
not want to give his name, said. "I don' t think
we would lose many customers."
The bill has apparently not been publicized
much in the area.
The City of Murray administration &uperintendent of the sanitation department said he

Crime website

give~

BY LESLIE H AVILAND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

AU-point bulletins are not common on
Murray State's campus.
APBnews.com ranked Murray State
with a moderate crime rate, as docs Mittie Southerland, interim director of Public Safety.
Southerland said Murray State is safe
be-cause of good lighting, which is evaluated twice a year; community watch
and police. She said the APB report was
good news for Murray State as well as
the Murray-Callaway County community.
APB rated Murray State's campus a
one on a scale of one to 10, with a 10
being a high crime rate. This means the
campus is the most crime-free part of
town.
APB rates colleges by evaluating data
about family structure, buildings,
migration patterns, economic activity,
education, past crime reports and other
criteria. It does not measure actual
crimes.
Southerland said Racer Patrol helps
keep the campus safe by escorting ~tu
dents and reporting lights out around
campus. Murray State currently has 12
positions available for Murray State

3
•Police Beat

bill

was "not informed enough to really comment," and closer considerabons will be
looked at when the bill is closer to being
passed.
The bill would affect life on campus because
many students use the neighboring restaurants
and convenience stores frequently.
Aaron Soto, Richmond College Council recycling chair, said the bill was a good start
toward a clean-up. Soto thinks even with a
return on the containers, they will still get.
thrown away, however.
"There is no space or time in college to save
containers," Soto said. "Although it is a great
effort by the state, it is a wasted effort on campus."

Murray good rating

JAN. 20, 2000

JAN.24,2000

1:05 a.m. There was a report of
possible vandalism in the residential college circle.
7:03 p.m. An officer was
requested by Racer Patrol at
Carr Health.
10:45 p.m . An offi~r was
requested by a plumber at Hart
College.
11:28 p.m. Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Richmond College following a fire
alarm. The smoke detector on
the fJISt floor was reset.

8:29 p.m. A red pickup truck
was reported to be driving
recklessly on Olive Street.
10:22 p.m. A fire alarm was
reported in White College.
Murray Fire Department was
dispatched. Alarm was triggered on the 8th floor and
found to be false.

JAN. 21, 2000
3:31 p.m. Stewart Stadium was
evacuated 30 minutes prior to a
medical helicopter landing.
5:47 p.m. Officials at RSEC
reported a man having a heart
attack. Emergency medical services were dispatched.

JAN. 22, 2000
3:50 a.m. A man who was try-

Burgess said it is a continuing strugpolice officers and 15 Racer Patrol offigle to get students to always carry their
cers.
Terry Burgess, coordinator of resident Racercards and to keep them from
services, is the director of the overnight propping doors open.
security, which works midnight to 8
Southerland said other common
a.m.
crimes were stealing parking permits
Burgess ~aid 14 security guards are and bicycles, residential college thefts
working each night, one in each resi- and stealing out of cars. She said more
dential college and five roaming all the than 35 parking permits, especially yelresidential colleges. He said overnight low and red, were missing last semester.
security covers desk calls and works She said parking permits were hard to
. recover.
with the building staff.
"I take pride in the campus' rating of
Southerland said the Murray City
one, but I hope this doesn't make stu- Police has started a program to register
dents and faculty think that they can be bicycles. Bicycle registration forms are
lax in safety issues," Burgess said. "It available in all of the residential colmust continue."
!"
leges.
Burgess said residents' and students'
Southerland said the highest unreinput helps administrators and staff ported crimes were rape and sexual
keep the campus safe.
assault. However, Southerland said
"We always want our places safer," rapes and sexual a~saults "do not hapSoutherland said in an interview with pen any more at Murray State than they
NewsChannel 6 on Nov. 12. " Even if do at other colleges." She said most vic:
they're safe, you want no crime."
tims do not want to pursue the charges
Southerland said the causes of most through a court system, so the crimes go
campus crimes were students not lock- mainly unreported.
ing residential college room doors and
Among other colleges, Murray State
car doors, leaving doors open and hold- received a five rating, lower than the
ing doors open for people without a national average. APB rated Western
Race rca rd. She said most of these crimes Kentucky University a six, University of
were not committed by ~tudents, out })y Louisville a nine and Southern Illinois
people outsiae of campus.
University-Carbondale a seven.

ing doorknobs on the seventh
floor of Hart College was
apprehended and placed in
Calloway County Jail. The subject was found to be intoxicated
and a relative of a resident of
Hart College.
4:35 a.m. A student having
.seizures in Hart College was
transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital via
emergency medical services.
3:18 p.m. Two students reportedly broke out a window ln
Clark College and then went to
Curris C~nter. Officer was dispatched.
8:42p.m. There was a noise
complaint reported in the 600
block of College Court5.
11:44 p.m. A theft was reported
in the El(po Center by the Murray Police Department. An officer was dispatched to the scene.

JAN. 25, 2000

,·

12:50 a.m. A broken window
was found in Richmond College. Campus police were notified , but was found to be accidental.
7:20 a.m. Broken glass was discovered in a fire door at the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Facilities Management was
notified.
7:32 a.m. Elevator contractors at
Hart College requested traffic
control for a crane.
2:12 p.m. A medical escort was
requested from Wells Hall to
the emergency room.

JAN. 26, 2000
12:09 a.m. An alarm was trig- •
gered in Eagle Gallery.
•
2:28 p.m. Emergency medical :
services were requested at the
Carr Health building for a student suffering from asthma.
7:13 p.m. There was a noise •
complaint at 613 College
Courts.
7:14 p.m. Emergency medical
services were sent to Hester for
a student.
7:40 p.m. Racer Patrol requested an offier to assist with an
injured person at Carr Health.

-·

Racer Escorts - 13
Motorist Assists · 6

JAN.23, 2000
12:45 a.m. A noise complaint
was reported at 613 College
Courts. The resident was
advised.
3:27 a.m. Another noise complaint was reported in the 600
block of College Courts.
9:52 p.m. A television was
found in the elevator of White
College. It was turned in to the
front desk for securing.

Police Beat is compiltd by_
Morgan Hardy, As$i:ilant news
editor, from materials available

I

from Public Safety.

Southern Illinois University to construct.RSEC-like facility
BY H AYlEY C OCKERTON
CONTRIBUTING W RITER

Southern Illinois University is working 9n a plan to build a new multievents center on its Carbondale campus.
Those involved in the project think
the 61-year-old existing stadium is not
in the optimum condition. The 18,000seater will host SIU football and basket-

ball games and a variety of other events, ·
similar to Murray's Regional Spedal
Events' Center.
SIU's proposed covered center is estimated to cost $35 million.
Kenny Roth, assistant athletic director
of marketing for Murray State, said the
upgrade will have a positive effect not
only on SIU's athletic department, but
also provide greater competition for

other !'>chools as well.
"It will help the ticket sales on both
ends," Roth said. "The new fadlity will
definitely help recruitment for SIU."
The new facility will bring additional
events to the area, incrt>asing tourism.
Jim Cnrter, interim vice president of
institutional advancement for RSEC,
said Murray State has a "pretty good
working relationship with SIU."

"We don't compete for events, as acts
can play in both venues on the routing
tour," Carter said.
Carter also believes a new facility at
SIU would not affect the entertainment
at RSEC. Even though Carbondale is a
wet city, in contrast to RSEC's dry location, Carter said that will not have a
bearing on business.
" Another thing to remember is that

Get your car ready
for winter with •••

SIU is a considerably larger school, with
20,000 enrolled students, and has an
incredible location near some large
cities," Carter said. "Any touring acts
that pass through surrounding big cities
will find it easier to get to SIU than to
get to Murray."
Carter also stressed much larger
events will be d rawn to the area, and
might make their way down to Murray.
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Store t·tours:
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ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: GREG STARK
PHONE:

762-4468

Question
of the
Week

A majority of ~he season ticket-holders were neglected during the construction of the
Regional Special Events Center.
They are forced to walk through
the mud and muck when it rains
or take a prolonged journey to
avoid the squeaky sneakers.
These thousands of ticketholders live in the residential colleges and have no direct access
to RSEC except through the
football practice field.
There has been discussion of
constructing a sidewalk, but
funding has been the cause of
previous delay. If approval is
granted, construction will begin
this summer. If planned well,
the students would not have to
disturb the football team and
could enter the building without mud on their shoes.
Hindsight is 20/20, but it is
prepostorous to believe with all
the bright minds and engineers
who contributed to the building
and throughout two decades of
planning no one looked just 300
yards south. But, how could we
expect perfection when a project

Who is going to win
the Super Bowl, the
Rams or the Titans?
Why?
11

FOOTBALL IS

FOR PANSIES.
PLAY RUGBY.

I

11

UUitEN WHITTINGTON
freshman, Eddyville

11

TITANS,

BECAUSE WHEN
THEY WIN, THEY
SCORE MORE
POINTS THAN
THE OTHER
jHIRHAINE HILES
lrsshman.LO(fiSVIIIe.

TEAM.

11

"RAMS.
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Our View
Issue:
THERE IS NO
DIRECT PATH
FROM THE
RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGES TO

RSEC.
POSITION:
CONSTRUCTION
OF A SIDEWALK
WOULD BE
APPRECIATED BY
THE STUDENT
BODY LIVING IN
THE COLLEGES.

A long-time class at Murray
State may be on the verge of being
phased out of the art department.
ART 346 and 347 (Fibers I and II)
teaches students various techniques of using fibers for artistic
purposes. Students use natural
and man-made fibers, such as cotton, silk and scintilla for their
designs.
The fibers class may be terminated after this year, mainly because
of a lack of space for the classes.
After much confusion about the
location of the class (the class was
originally planned to be in Lovett
Auditorium, then it was moved to
the Applied Science Building, in
hopes it would be more accommodating to the students. After problems there, the class was moved
back to Lovett), the class may be
dropped.
It is a shame this class may be
lost from the curriculum and as an
area. Students are interested in the
class, so it should stay on the curriculum, because many students
have said it was the fibers area of
the art department's curriculum
that drew them to MSU.
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CHRIST WOULD
BE PART OF THE
DOT COM
REVOLUTION."

OurV1ew
ISSUE:
THE FIBERS
PROGRAM MAY BE
PHASED OUT OF
THE MURRAY
STATE ART
DEPARTMENT.
POSITION:
THE FIBERS CLASS
SHOULD NOT BE
TERMINATED
BECAUSE MANY
STUDENTS WHO
CAME HERE WERE
INTERESTED IN
MAKING FIBERS
THEIR AREA.
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clothes to books could be found in •
there. In fact, once when Erika and
1 went to the lake with our
boyfriends, all the scrap wood was
too damp from recent rains to start
any kind of fire. The T-Bird rescued us: I found mounds of old
high school newspapers in the
trunk. We used those to light and
warm us that evening.
The car was always a total mess,
but somehow that added to the
charm. Despite the fact the backseat was so crowded with junk
that no one could realistically sit
there, my friends always wanted
me to drive. They would pile on
top of one another in the large
front seat and we'd laugh and
duck from cops as we drove
through town.
The T-Bird was the perfect manifestation of my youthful fun. And
I did have fun, fun, fun till my
daddy took the T-Bird away.
' The summer before my junior
year of college, I went to Florida to
visit my now fiance, Ben. After I
returned, my dad picked me up at
the Nashville airport and leveled
the news.
There had been a big storm

while l was gone, and the T-Bird
had taken a pretty mighty beating.
While I don't want to go into the
gory details, there were large tree
branches involved.
I was devastated. My dad just
looked at me and said, "I know.
We just couldn't tell you over the
phone."
I've moved on now, and after a
brief fling with a white convertible, I am now very comfortably
settled with a fine green Explorer.
And just as the T-Bird was the
metal manifestation of my teenage spirit, the Explorer is a good fit
for the now soon-to-be-married,
soon-to-be-graduated me.
But my friends and I still talk
about that first car with all the
wistfulness of memories of an old
friend or a loyal pet. Although l
know the T-Bird would now be
somewhat inconvenient and, well,
aging, 1 also know 1 will never forget the piles of laughing people in
the front seat or the thrill of that
supercharged V-6 engine.

The moment I clicked on
Lum the Mad's link of the
day, I felt something deep
inside me slowly curl into a
Little ball.
My ball-curling would soon
be justified when 1 saw the •
puke peach background pop
up with the huge headline,
"Jesus Is Back." I then looked
at my browser window to see
what horrendous pit Lum had
driven me to.
Jesusisback.com.
Somehow, to be honest, I
never imagined Jesus Christ
would be part of the dot com
revolution. Maybe that makes
me old-fashioned. I guess
"Master Thomas," the selfproclaimed savior of aU webaholics, is a lot more trendy
than I am.
Heaven forbid that I be
untrendy!
Details about his holiness
were rather sketchy, but when

one is the son of God, I suppose you don't have to
explain everything perfectly.
From Master Thomas' pictures, I gathered his holy
investiture is proven by the
fact he can bounce his bum on
the (now discontinued) "Geraldo" while wearing a loindoth; and that he can hang up
a robed mannequin and take a
black and white photo with a
few drunk people in the background who get a giggle out
of that sort of thing.
Thomas writes on page 3:
"In my second coming I bring
a teaching from God, and this
teaching will enable you to see
and talk with the LIGHT OF
GOD, which is the presence of
God within you, and is seen as
light."
It gets scarier.
"The serpent had the power
to give life, for God had given
this power to the serpent of

A LYSON

McNun

"MY DAD JUST
LOOKED AT ME

'I
W EJUST

AND SAID,
KNOW.

COULDN'T TELL
YOU OVER THE
PHONE.' "

Alyson McNutt is a copy editor for
"The Murray State News."

Jesus· website has many revelations
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took several governors, three
University presidents, two
groundbreaking
ceremonies
and spanned 12 years.
Perhaps the University could
choose to lay a line of s tones
from the residential colleges to
the fr<:*lt doof of RSEC. Not
only would it be inexpensive,
but it would be aesthetically
pleasing and give the area a rustic feel. At least the stones
would save the grass destroyed
by the trail the herd is beginning
to dig.
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Fibers class
may be out
in art program

R~Ee

SOme people say they'll never keys in the car, a few magic numbers would save me from lockforget their first.
For others, it's the memory of smith agony. And boy, did it ever
the one that got away, the relation- have some pick-up. One brush of
ship they never appreciated until the accelerator and I could smoke
it was gone, and the one whose anyone.
qualities they search for in every
The T-Bird went to high school
one after, but never really find with me. After school it took me
and my friend Erika to Sonic for
again.
"happy hour" and our requisite
All of those apply to this story.
But I am not talking about me. cherry limeaids. We would roll
No, it's a much bigger engine that ·down the windows, open the
drives this tale of lost love. In fact, moon-roof and pump Salt-nPepa's "Whatta Man" out for the
it's a supercharged V-6.
When I turned 16 years old, my entire town of Murray to enjoy.
father gave me a 1990 Ford ThunMy freshman year of college, the
enigmatic color of my car became
derbird.
OK, I'll admit when I first saw it, the basis of a carefully controlled
it failed to impress me. I had been scientific study. Whenever I got
hoping for something ' sport and parking tickets from Racer Patrol
cool, in a color like dark gr~n or (which was often, I assure you) my
friend and I would check to see
cherry red.
Instead, there the massive frame what color the officer wrote onto
of the T-Bird stared at me, glisten- the ticket. It ranged from silver to
ing an extra-terrestrial silverish- gray to blue, but the best answer
bluish color no one ever really was a frank"?????"
The T-Bird was my survivalist
pinned down. It seemed huge, and
its long front end was destined for haven. My friends joked if they
too-dose encounters with many a were ever stuck on a desert island,
they'd want the T-Bird with them.
vehicle.
But it did have a moon-roof, as The trunk of the car was spacious
well as a keypad so if I locked your and everything from blankets to

~

TEAM, THE
REBECCA HEfNER

Complex
needs to be
accessible

The Murray State News

brass," sayeth page 4. "This is
the time of the Millennium,
and a time of separation of the
wheat from the shaft. There is
no turning back."
In order to avoid my copy
editor's wrath, 1 am simply
going to tastefully suggest
that serpent, in this context,
might be a metaphor for
something a little less, urn,
mobile.
Unfortunately,
Thomas'
karma sometimes runs over
his dogma. The Bible scriptures he quotes are occasionally a little incorrect, and occasionally taken out of context.
But that's OK, too. After all,
we need only to look to the
UVING PRAYER SHEET for
spiritual answers Thomas'
frail mortal form fuay not be
accurately conveying to us.
"When you pray while
looking upon the LIVING
PRAYER SHEET, you will see

the LIGHT OF GOD come
upon the prayer sheet in th
(sic) appearance of a light that
shines about my head," it says
on page 5. "Then you can talk
with the LIGHT OF GOD, and
the LIGHT OF GOD will
respond by speaking out of
your mouth ... To receive the
LIVING PRAYER SHEET, and
Blessed incense to bum while
you pray, send a $1 love offering with a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to ... "
Unfortunately, once again, I
think Master Thomas' words
have been a little convoluted
in holy transition. The blessed
incense has to be rolled in the
LIVING PRAYER SHEET
before you bum it to receive
any holy inspiration from
Master Thomas.

Morgan Hardy is tile assistantnews editor for "Tile Murray
State News."

Write to us
"The Murray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries
and letters to the
editor. Letters
~ould be300
words or fewer
and mustbe
signed.
Contributors

should inch.tde
addresses and
phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown,
classification, title
or relationship to
the University.
''The Murray
State News"
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.
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Possible campaign tactics could turn to tropical settings
As the investigation of a possible
run for Student Government Association president turns ...
After much thinking and overlooking my options during Winter
Break, my decision is (drumroll
please) ... I have not decided yet.
In some ways, indecision is better than siding one way or the
other. It keeps people on edge.
They wonder what the hell you are
going to do.
Well, bad news. You're not
going to know for at least another
month. But, in light of my apathy
statements and not caring, I'm
going to take a small stand for
something this month.
The University has a satellite
campus in Paducah. lt is in the
process of getting one in Hop-

kinsville. I am all about expansion
of campus, but I believe we should
expand in a southern direction.
After much consideration and
watching the movie "Cocktail" one
too many times, I have decided the
best place to put a new satellite
campus.
Jamaica.
That's right. Study. Get a job as a
bartender and make $300 a day.
Make a million. That was Brian
Flanagan's dream, wasn't it?
Absolutely, except Flanagan
(Tom Cruise) went to school in
New York to pursue a marketing
degree. Now you can do everything in Jamaica.
Flanagan, of course, was the protege to his master, Doug Coughlin.
Coughlin (played by Bryan

Brown) guided Cruise when he
first became a bartender and had
his own set of laws he constructed
and told Flanagan. (Example:
"Bury the dead. They all stink up
the joint.")
That one won't factor very much
into a satellite cam,pus in Jamaica,
but as a tribute to "Cocktail" and
Coughlin, who killed himself at
the end of the movie after he made
some bad financial decisions, Murray State should make the first
class at the Jamaica satellite campus based on Coughlin's Laws. By
the way, Coughlin achieved the
ultimate goal in the movie - he
made a million and married the
ultimate "rich chick."
The class can start immediately,
because the classroom won't be in

a newly constructed building, but
on the beach. The instructor will sit
in a lounge chair and recite his
laws. Attendance is not required,
because there are no grades. You
can bring drinks from the nearby
bar to the class and sit, while toting
one of the financial advice books
that Flanagan hid under the bar.
Of course, students will not use the
book, because the book is merely
for decoration, not for studying.
The other classes will be formulated, but the normal, one-floor
building will not suffice for the
satellite campus. If I choose to run
for SGA president and am fortunate enough to win, 1 would want
to construct a nice hotel/bar I casino in which the classes will be
held. Imagine a class, while sip-

Consistency
needed on
housing policies
In My

Opinion

JUSTIN TOON

"So MY
QUESTION IS,
WHY ARE
PEOPLE
ALLOWED TO

...

SMOKE INSIDE
THEIR ROOMS,
WHILE

I

CAN'T

BURN MY
INCENSE."

Whether you know it or not, there is a
double standard at work in the housing
department. It might not seem important to some, but to me the principle is
very important. I might offend a few
people along the way, but that's what
you get when you write an editorial,
isn't it?
I am referring to the policy against
buming incense in the dorm rooms. I
was approached by my residential
adviser and by the residential director of
Hester College, both of whom informed
me there was a policy against burning
incense and I would need to extinguish
it. Housing has deemed it a ftre hazard.
And that's al1 well and good. I can
agree with that. But I live on a smoking
floor. So my question is, why are people
allowed to smoke inside their rooms,
while I can't bum my incense? It's practically the same thing - a lit object
putting off smoke {except incense smoke
smells much better). Sure, there's the
"buming" aspect of the concept, but
keep in mind that a cigarette is at least
three times as thick as an incense stick,
creating a larger burning surface (and a
greater fire risk).
My roommate feels Housing probably
outlawed incense because it is viewed as
drug paraphernalia (to cover the smell
of marijuana smoke). While that might
be true, I would like to go on the record
and say there are no drugs involved
whatsoever in cigarette smoke (insert
biting sarcasm). My roommate also feels
Housing should devote its energy to
more important things. ''What about the
incredible influx of alcohol that comes
into the building? Why not combat
underage drinking or something like
that?" he said.
Despite my venom, I am willing to
compromise and follow Housing's rule
and get rid of my incense. But there's a
catch, of course. If I can't smoke in my
room, I don't think the smokers should
have their smoke either. Make the smokers go outside, and I will gladly get rid
of my incense.

justin Toon is a sophomore art major from
Goshen.

ping a margarita and watching the
tide roll in. It sounds like a Jimmy
Buffett song to me.
If this doesn't fly, don't blame
me. Blame Brian Flanagan and
Doug Coughlin. It's their own
damn faults.
I must say this isn't my own
idea. This was suggested to me by
Journalism and Mass Communications professor Robert Lochte, who
suggested we should put satellite
campuses in towns with nice bars.
I took it a step farther and attached
a warm climate to the idea.

Greg Stark, tlte vietupoint editor for
"The Murray State News," believes it
is evt'ry person's goal is to make a million, but it shouldn't be something people should work very hard for.
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In 2000?
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British new year interesting for student
Tboarded the train from Maidenhead at

9 p.m. My destination was central London.
Trains were already being packed by
anticipating passengers. When I stepped
onto the Circle Line subway toward
Westminster, the conductor politely
informed us through the public address
system that it was already filled to capacity. Three times, the train stopped in the
tunnel, each time more unnerving than
the last.
This was the long-awaited New
Year's/Century's/Millennium's Eve {or
what have you) and I was among the
crowds milling toward one of the epicenters of the big event. At around 10 p.m.,
we all shuffled out into the cramped confines of St. James' Park, the closest available station, and managed to make our
way into the streets.
Some people were· lighting off a few
fireworks or, more annoying, blowing
ear-piercing whistles. Anyone desiring a
drink at a nearby tavern probably would

have to wait through the golden hour to
receive their coveted pint, shot or bottle,
but some waited nonetheless.
By 11:15 p.m., I found a nice position to
stand, just opposite Big Ben. In the distance, the soft blue lights of the huge Ferris wheel, the London Eye, were visible,
and across the Thames, the kaleidoscope
whirl of the Millennium Dome's lights
shown from its seat in Greenwich. Inside,
the exclusives of high society were
already preparing for their celebration,
hidden away from the prying eyes of the
commoners and tourists in our open-air
festivities.
By 11:30 p.m., no one could move so
much as an inch and terrible thoughts of
the possibility of being crushed or trampled ran through my mind. We stood
watch as the midnight toll of Big Ben was
drowned out by the roar of more than 3
million people close together.
At 12:20 a.m., we were able to make our
way out of the confusion and back toward
our many homes. Unfortunately, the

flood of people closed many of the city's
subway stations and many of us were
forced to walk through six miles of London to find our way to Marble Arch Station and a ride home.
It occurred to me as I made my way
through the thousands of revelers that
their very presence was symbolic of the
idea of a new era. 1saw a documentary on
BBC about the 1900s called "The People's
Century." This statement will still hold
true in this next century. People are still
the most important factor, not politics or
science or anything else in the broad
scheme of things. Inevitably, it will still be
the majority who determine what is just,
right or valuable to them. Just as the midnight masses who stopped traffic through
most of the city that night, sheer numbers
will still overthrow governments, reinvent art and schmce and control and
change the economy in the coming years.

In My

Opinion

JOSEPH PENCE

"PEOPLE ARE
STILL THE MOST
IMPORTANT
FACTOR, NOT
POLITICS OR
SCIENCE OR
ANYTHING
ELSE."

joseph Pence is a se11ior electronic joumalism
major from Owensboro.

Faculty representative wants better communication
In My
Opinion

TERRY
STRIETER

"WE HOPE THE
REGENTS WILL
HEAR OUR
CLARION CALL
FOR
DIALOGUE."

At the end of last semester several members of the Murray State
Board of Regents brought up the
subject of the ongoing dispute
between the administration and the
faculty.
Just days before the meeting of
the Regents, on Dec. 10 and 11, the
Faculty Senate had released a longanticipated survey of the faculty
that strongly suggested there is virtually no support for President
Kern Alexander among the overwhelming bulk of the full-time faculty. The release of the faculty evaluation of Alexander was reported
in the "Murray Ledger and Times"
on Dec. 8, in which Sid Easley, chair
of the Board of Regents, indicated
"The regents will probably not
issue a public response to the survey at Friday's meeting." Thus,
when several Regents took up the
issue at Friday's meeting they were
contradicting the agenda of Sid

Easley and Alexander.
At the urging of Faculty Regent
Jim Rudolph, a discussion was initiated about forming an ad hoc committee to discover the reasons for
the ongoing dissention between the
faculty and Alexander. The Regents
rejected Rudolph's proposal and
instead referred the issue to the Faculty-Staff Affairs Committee with
the addition of Student Regent
Brandon Kirkham.
Apparently Kirkham wished to
be added to the committee because
he mistakenly believes the contending issues between the faculty and
Alexander began with the release of
the student evaluations of faculty
last spring. In fact, the faculty have
been engaged in a prolonged dispute with Alexander since his presidency began in 1994, but it has
been especially confrontational
since the 1998 spring semester
when Alexander announced a base

salary increase of 2.2 percent and
that faculty and staff would have to
begin to make out-of-pocket payments for their health care package.
It was this latter issue which led
directly to an invitation to the
American Federation of Teachers to
send representatives to campus and
the formation of a branch chapter,
the Murray Alliance of Collegiate
Educators in the 1998 fall semester.
The Regents have long known the
faculty and Alexander continue to
disagree over many contentious
issues such as the validity of the
"Faculty Handbook," calls for
increasing the ratio of students per
faculty, the expenditure of funds
for extended off-campus centers,
the lack of a coherent strategic plan,
the large compensation package
offered to the residential college
heads and a 21.5 percent raise of
Alexander, inadequate salary raises
and expenditures for faculty devel-

opment, the questionable leave of We hope Buchanon and the other
Public Safety Director Joe Green, Regents will genuinely investigate
the continued avoidance of a sin- the many complaints faculty have
cere effort to practice shared gover- offered over several semesters and
nance and a host of other issues.
seek out tentative solutions to those
Under the leadership of Sid complaints.
Should this opportunity be
Easley the Regents have consistently refused to address the concerns missed, the Regents can expect the
of the faculty - until the last meet- faculty to continue their public outing of the Regents in December.
cry. The publicity Murray State has
Finally the Regents seem to have recently received is not good for
recognized the negative publicity this University. It has been and conMSU is receiving will not dissipate tinues to be contrary to the best
until the faculty's concerns are interests of both faculty and adminaddressed. There is an opportunity, istration. Faculty would like to see
therefore, for the Board of Regents the University continue to prosper;
in their February meeting to openly we want to maintain our excellent
and fairly discuss the issues MACE academic reputation. We hope the
and the Faculty Senate have pur- Regents will hear our clarion call
sued over the last two years.
for dialogue and issue exploration.
It is the sincere hope of MSU fac- MSU deserves this chance for a posulty that Regent Marilyn Buchanon, itive future.
chair of the Faculty-Staff Affairs
Committee, ask faculty representa- Terry Strieter is a professor of history
tives to speak before her committee. at Murray State.
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' 've totally lost faith in this department'
DESPITE LOW
PUBLICITY OF
THE PROGRAM,
THE POSSIBILITY
OF THE FIBERS
CURRICULUM
DISAPPEARING
FROM
MURRAY
STATE'S
CAMPUS HAS
SPARKED A
FIRESTORM.

BY LOREE STARK
STAFF WRITER

The fibers program, which has
been an option on the Murray State
curriculum since the 1960s, may
no longer be available to students
after this semester.
Students in the fibers class, a
combination of ART 346 and 347,
Jearn various weaving and surface
design techniques. The students
use natural and man-made fibers,
such as cotton, silk and scintilla, to
create artwork.
Aside from questions about
whether the program will return in
the fall, students enrolled in the
fibers program this semester have
had to deal with problems concerning the location of the class.

Rough beginnings
At the beginning of the semester,
the class originally planned to meet
in the Applied Science Building.
This provided more space than
the classroom in Lovett Auditorium, which was used in the past. A
sink that was needed for various
projects was removed from the
classroom in Applied Science. Consequently, the fibers class returned
to Lovett, which is less convenient
for the 17 students enrolled in the
class.
"We really need adequate area
and space," Katherine Meyer,
junior from Paducah, said. "We
haven't had an adequate area to
work in."
Kathy Musser, instructor of the
class, said she feels the class is
something that should not be
excluded from the curriculum.
"It will expand an art student's
horizon and be fun and interesting

for other students as well," Musser
said. "The fibers area, as far as art is
concerned, is an up-and-coming
era. It has turned from a craft into
ftne art."
Many of Musser's students
agree.
"As far as the art department
goes, it's an art, and it should be
considered just as important as
painting and drawing, because it is
an art," Arianna Hardin, junior
from Louisville, said. 11Murray is
known for its art program and it
should have a variation of mediums."
Other students feel the majority
of the issue concerns th~ lack of
attention given to the fibers pro·
gram.
Emily Holman, junior from Cave
City, said she is shocked that
school officials are considering
dropping the course.
"Less and less attention has been,
given to this department," Holman
said. "And that's why l came here."

Unsupportive faculty?
Some feel the possible dismissal
of the fibers program may be
because of lack of support from
faculty and staff.
''There are several faculty members who see it as more of a burden
on them because they nl'ed the
space for their own studios," Ali·
son Rhein, senior from Mt. Vernon,
fll., said. "Instead of advocating it,
they are almost getting rid of it."
Dick Dougherty, chair of the art
department, could not confirm
whether the fibers program will
continue at Murray State next year.
"H will be on the agenda for the
next meeting and then we will go
from there,'' Dougherty said. "The

problem that we have is that we
don't have a full-time faculty member teaching in that area."
Dougherty said a full-time fibers
instructor would have to hold
either a master's degree in studio
art or in fibers. Right now he said
he feels it will be difficult to find an
instructor who meets that requirement.

Time-honored tradition
Emily Wolfson of Calloway
County was the first instructor of
the fibers class in the l960s. She
said she feels the dismissal of the
fibers program is unfortunate.
"I think it rounds out a program
in crafts and I think that you will
have a less well-rounded program," Wolfson said. "Maybe then
(with the dismissal of fibers) you
don't need art studio courses at all.
Maybe it should just be art history
and teaching art appreciation."
Some students are considering
leaving Murray if fibers is cut from
the curriculum. Anne Denton,
sophomore from Whitesville, is
one of these students.
"I just decided last semester that
this was going to be my area,'' Denton said. "Now that I've found out
that it is going to be removed, I'm
leaving. I'm upset because other
people won't have the opportunity
I had."
When members from the art
department meet at the beginning
of February, they will discuss the
fibers course. Some students question whether the department will
pull for the fibers course.
"I've totally lost faith in this
department," Rhein said. "I've lost
faith and a lot of respect."

SGA improves web
presence with new
look and capabilities
BY J ASON
AssociATE

YATES
EDITOR

The Student Government Association is currently making a push
to become more active on the
World Wide Web and to provide
more information more com·eniently for students.
SGA
President
Brandon
Kirkham said the group is stiU
refining the new site, www.msusga.com, but should be fully operational soon.
Kirkham said the SGA is looking
into hiring a student from Murray
State to complete the website
"Right now the site is primitive,"
Kirkham said. "Hopefully, we can
hire someone to revitalize the
website and make it fun and exciting the way we envisioned it."
The new website will supply
students with more information on
the Senate, Campus Activities
Board and Judicial Board. Each
link will provide the name and
photo of members of the groups
and will provide additional infor·
mation and opportunities for students.
The CAB link will provide a
schedule of upcoming events
around campus, the }-Board link
will enable students to process the
results of ticket appeals and the
Senate site will allow students to
examine and give their input on
certain issues prevalent to campus

at the time.
"By the time this Senate's term is
up, we want all the SGA's advertising, promotion and information
on the World Wide Web,"
Kirkham said.
Kirkham said the development
of the website has been in the
works for about a month and a
nalf, and he said the SGA will put
a great deal of time and effort into
promoting the site.
"It is important to integrate tech-.
nology with how we communicate
with the students," he said. "We
want this to be the place students
go, and we want them to visit the
site once a week."
Former SGA President Todd
Earwood is aiding the SGA in getting the website up and running.
He feels the new website is a step
in the right direction.
"I think the SGA has been evolving on the Internet in the last four
years and Brandon sees how
important the World Wide Web
is," Earwood said. "More and
more things are showing up on the
Internet, and SGA and MSU need
to catch up."
Kirkham said many more features will still be in the works after
the site is operational.
One possible feature is having
MP3s of local bands, such as
Hoosier Daddy, available for students to download.

Businesses: Don't miss your chance to advertise
your Valentine's Day specials! ~all f6*2447;fl today! "co'
1

Do you like surfing the llet?

Ars you looking for something to do this
semester that could turn into a paying jobl

Are you looking to get a job in the
computer field or lnternetl

If you answered YES, then
"The Murray State News" Online
needs VOUI
Positions start out on a volunteer basis
but could develop into a paid position.

Interested?
Stop by "The Murray State News" in Rm. 111
Wilson Hall to fill out an application.

fTel1_y-Otl/'

1Jalentulb (~/(H}elc.YOll!~ toitlz~ a~ C!a88fiedl

!Jf/s1 (1/lt inea:jl&IS!Vet lOlf!j/ to- sflotO~Ollt CG/ 'e'/

Or e-mail us at thenews@murraystate.edu
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Alcohol abuse task force targets Kentucky universities
A NATIONAL

BY M ORGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

GRANT WILl
HELP

MSU

' ACHIEVE A

25

PERCENT
INCREASE IN
AlCOHOL
AWARENESS.

Following the lead of Morehead
State University, Murray State is
implementing an alcohol awareness campaign and going into battle with $6,000 of state funding.
This funding is part of a larger
$249,000 national grant given to
Morehead, which is forming a network of Kentucky schools including the University of Kentucky,
Murray State, Campbellsville University, Eastern Kentucky University, Western Kentucky University,

Kentucky State University and St.
Catherine College.
Judy Lyle of Health Services
began the process that resulted in
Murray State's portion of the grant.
After writing the g rant proposal,
she and housing representatives
Neil McMill.m and Kristina Sturm
traveled to Morehead to meet with
the committee.
The network's local committee
includes McMillan, Sturm, Lyle,
assistant to the Vice President of
Student Affairs Mike Young and
assistant professor of psychology
Chris Holle. Holle will be chairman

of the committee.
Many goals are set for the network's member universities, not
the least of which targets a 25 percent increase in the student body's
degree of alcohol awareness by
April2001.
" ( think many people are under
the misconception that everybody
drinks, and when they do drink,
they get drunk," Lyle said. ''For
those who are drinking, we want to
give them information that will
change that behavior."
Murray State must also show certifiable progress in meeting the

goals set forth by the network,
known formally as the Kentucky
Network to Reduce High-Risk
Drinking Among College Students.
This progrt!Ss will be evaluated in
three phasL'S, Lyle said.
The first phase will be an alcohol
awareness survey that measures
high-risk drinking and knowledge
of how alcohol affects the body.
Second will be a "social marketing"
campaign, conducted through
posters and flyers.
Finally, .mother survey will measure the effect the campaign has
had on alcohol habits. The program

target is a 10 percent reduction in
high-risk drinking after two years.
While the $6,000 is not enough to
bring about a drastic change, members of the committee are optimistic
about the possibHity the program
could generate an improvement in
alcohol awareness.
"We certainly believe that there's
a lot we can do with $6,000," Young
said. "While o ur funds are limited,
we believe that there's a lot of information that people on this campus
are not aware of that can impact
their feeling$ about high-risk drinking."

Path plans to provide better accessibility to RSEC under discussion
BY JASON YATES.
ASSOCIAfE EDITOR

Students' excitement of attending Murray State home basketball games has gained a new
twist since the opening of the
Regional Special Events Center:
The adventure of getting in.
Many students have expressed
displeasure at having to walk
through the mud to get to RSEC
from the residential colleges and
College Courts. Nikki Key, the
Student Government Association's 'university Affairs Senate
chair, said the lack of a sidewalk
or gravel is one concern students
often repeat.
"[t is a real inconvenience to
walk across the field because it
always seems like it is raining
during home games," she said.
"Puddles of water are everywhere and people track the mud
on bleachers and in their dorm
rooms."
SGA
President
Brandon
.Kirkham said students are rightfully upset with the accessibility

of RSEC from the residential col- beca use the football prac~ice
leges. He said it is ridiculous to fields occupy a la rge area
expect students to walk around between the colleges and RSEC.
the field, especially in cold
Carter did talk with Facilities
weather.
Management Vice President
"I have asked the Univ~sity to Dewey Yeatts concerning the
build a sidewalk from the resi- matter. Yeatts told Carter plans
dential colleges to RSEC,"
are in the works to build some
Kirkham said. "It is something
sort of walkway to RSEC, but the
that will be done, but it is something that should have been process would not begin any
earlier than late spring or sumdone already."
The problem has not gone mer because of the dampness of
unnoticed by University admin- the ground.
Carter said there might not
istration. Athletic DirQCtor E.W.
Dennison said the complaint L-; have been a problem if RSEC's
legitimate.
original plans had been fol"I would love to have a side- lowed.
walk, but RSEC has budget
"RSEC's original plan called
restraints," he said.
for ,,n all-access road to be conInterim Vice President of, Insti- structed around the outside of all
tutional Advancement Jimmy parking a reas," Carter said.
Carter said the major project for
"That would have given stuRSEC last summer was adding
dents more pavement to walk
parking, which the University
on,
but it was eliminated because
did by constructing another lot,
of
a
shortage of funds."
with 200 spaces.
Several phone calls to RSEC
Carter sees the need for a sidewalk, but he said he is not sure Manager Shelley Todd were not
where one would be added returned at press time.

"The Murray State News" is looking for volunteers!
1
Come by Wil~on Hall, Roont 111 for more info.

Snappy Tomato
For Delivery or Carry-out Call

Laura Deaton/The News

BulJdozed earth blocks the path between the residential colleges and the Regional Special Events
Center. The groundwork has caused many accessibility problems for students traveling to RSEC.

National Student Exchange Program
Want to study your major ot another university? Wish you could move (JJIIay for
just one semester? You can!!! Exchange to a participating college or university
throughout the U.S., Hawaii, or Puerto Rico and earn MSU credit.
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Reorganization of academic colleges ready for Board
THE

BY JASON YATES

ACADEMIC
COllEGE
REORGANIZATION
IS FINALLY
READY TO BE
PRESENTED TO
THE BOARD OF
REGENTS.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

After a semester of discussion and planning, it appears Murray State is close to instituting a plan for the reorganization of the
academic colleges.
Interim Provost Gary Brockway said the
final version of the reorganization plan is
complete and is ready for presentation to the
Board of Regents. Brockway said the Faculty
Senate worked on a proposal and presented
its recommendations before modifications to
the final draft were made.
"From our input, there is a very high level
of agreement throughout the campus com-

munity on this (reorganization plan)," Brockway said.
Janice Morgan, chair of the academic policies committee for the Faculty Senate, said at
the Jan. 18 &>nate meeting that the Senate's
role in the reorganization process was to act
as a watch dog to ensure the faculty were
involved in the process.
"We did oversee the plan to ensure the procedure was correct, not to argue affiliations,"
she said.
The current reorganization plan will divide
the University into seven academic units
including the College of Business and Public
Affairs; College of Education; College of
Humanities and Fine Arts; College of Science,

Engineering and Technology; College of zation plan a first reading. A week later, the
Health Sciences and Human Services; School committee voted to send the plan to the entire
of Agriculture; and Center for the Enhance- Academic Council for a vote.
ment of Teaching and Learning.
Oliver Muscio, a member of the executive
Faculty Senate President Bill Call said orig- committee of the Academic Council, said he
inally some departments thought their new does not find any major problems with the
assignments were not appropriate, but the plan and expects it will not meet much opporevised plan has greatly improved those con- sition in the Academic Council.
cerns.
Can said the plan will receive support from
"It is fair to say we are much happier," Call
said. "Dr. Brockway requested and utilized the Faculty Senate if it passes through the
Academic Council.
faculty input on this matter."
The plan's presentation to the Board of
The next step for the plan is to gain the
Regents is scheduled for the Feb. 11 meeting.
approval of the Academic Council.
If
approved, the plan could go into effect in
On Jan. 19, the Executive Committee of the
Academic Council met to give the reorgani- July.

Provost search committee gains two more student representatives
Affairs chairperson; Bryan Hayse, Regents cult isn't impossible, and with proper man- our campus, especially since the provost is
such an important position."
College senator; and Carl Clark, Richmond agement, the committee may be a success."
Jack Rose, chairman of the committee and
Despite the Staff Congress having only a
College senator, to the committee.
Although Faculty Senate President Bill
"The four of us are going to sit down -dean of the College of Education, is single position on the committee, Staff ConCall described the size of the provost search before the bigger meeting and determine undaunted by the size of the committee, and gress President Orville Herndon is confident
committee as near unmanageable, more rep- what our role on the committee is going to plans the first organizational meeting within the Staff Congress representative, Sherry
resentatives are now on the committee.
Fortner a secretary for the department of
be," Key said. "By him (Alexander) adding 10 to 14 days.
After conferring with University President two more representatives, it shows a little
"I want as many people to be at these psychology, is sufficient to serve the needs
Kern Alexander, Student Government Asso- more faith in the student body. I think that meetings as possible," Rose said. "I think he of the staff.
ciation President Brandon Kirkham received we'll bring some ideas to the table that the (Alexander) has tried to make sure that peo"I don't believe that the staff is underreptwo more slots for student representatives faculty might not have considered otherwise ple who are impacted by this off~ce have a resented," Herndon said. "When you have a
on the committee, bringing the total to 28.
voice, and that he's making every effort that committee that is as large* as that one is, it
and be a valuable part of the committee."
"I felt that there weren't enough student
everyone
has an opportunity to be heard. begins to look like Noah's Ark. It appears
While Call had reservations about the
representatives," Kirkham said. "Even additions, he was not entirely pessimistic We don't want to minimize anyone's input that they were sent in two by two. By the
though the committee is large, I didn't feel about the committee.
on the committee, and I don't think the pres- time that it is over, jack Rose may feel as old
as Noah."
that two out of 26 members was sufficient."
"It may well succeed in its task," Call said. ident wants that either.
"I don't think there's been a provost
After announcing the addition of the two "I do see the logistics as being difficult,
Said Herndon: "I have all the confidence
representatives, Kirkham named Sarah Hig- because it would be difficult for all people search in over a quarter of a century," Rose in the world that Sherry Fortner can repredon, senator-at-large; Nikki Key, University on the committee to have a voice. But diffi- said. "We're breaking some new ground for sent the staff with excellence."
BY M oRGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

BRANDON
K IRKHAM

SGA President

" I FELT
THERE WEREN'T
eNOUGH
STUDENT

REPRESENTATIVES."

Good luck to the Racers vs. Tennessee Tech!

!i'tuck

University Barber Shop
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Residential colleges
provide games
8v MEUSSA STONEBERGER
AssiSTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

BarMeiste·r.com teaches drinking games
BY TARA SHELBY
COlLEGE LIFE EDilOR

Some of the most popular types of games on
college campuses across the United States are
drinking games. Read on to learn a few new
ones before your next big pilrty.

1. Alphabet On Your Birthdar

f'

.....

The next time one of your friends turns 21,
take him out and teach him this birthday game.
The purpose of the game is to find a drink that
starts with every letter of the alphabet. If you
get to .1 letter, such as Q, and can't think of one,
let the bartender make one up.

For many students, living in a residential college
can become a drag during
the winter. When temperatures drop, many outdoor recreational activities
students participate in are
not suitable.
Most students need look
no further than their residential college front desks
to find some entertainment.
All of the residential col-

leges, excluding Elizabeth
College, have pool tables.
The tables offer students a
place to visit and relax
after class hours.
"Our pool table is in use
nearly 24-7," Jason Jennings, Richmond College
desk worker, said.
Glenn Belcher, freshman from Lewisburg, said
he uses pool to relax and

pass time.
"Pool is fun, and it
makes you think," Belcher
said. "I play with whoever
I can get a game going
with. I play with my
roommate a bit, and different people in the
dorm."
Hart, Springer, ·Richmond, White and Eliza·
beth colleges offer board
games that students can
borrow for a short amount
of time. Games such as
Monopoly, Life, Checkers
and Twister can be
checked out for an
evening or an afternoon.
"I play board games so
that I can do something
besides watch TV," Jamie
Martin,
junior
from
Lebanon, said.
The residential college
desk workers can provide
specific information about
how to check out board
games and using the pool
table.

2. Big Daddy
Rent the movie "Big Daddy" and drink for
three seconds every time the kid cries, you see
cleavage or you hear or see Scuba-Steve. Finish
the drink every time you hear the name
''Hooter's."

3. Flip, Sip or Strip

photo illustration by Laura Deaton/The News

Three to five people can play this game. Flip
a coin and Cilll heads or tails. If you call it correctly, pass the coin to your right. If you' re
wrong, take a shot or remove an article of clothing, then pass the coin to your left. The catch is
you can't make the same choice twice in a row.

dealer lays down two cards face up with an
empty space between them. The player then
guesses if the next card will be of a value
between those two cards. For example, if the
two cards turned up arc 5 and 7, then only a six
can fall between. lf the player is right, he chooses someone to take a drink. If not, he drinks.

4. In Between The Sheets

5. Split The Difference

Two or more people con play this game. The

Each player gets one die, and everyone rolls

together. The player with the lowest number
subtracts the number from the die with the
highest number and drinks the difference. If
two players role doubles, each player drinks
that number.

Source: BarMeister.com

Robert Pieroni/The News

'Who Wants To Be A Millionaire'
awakens America's interests
in trivia television game shows
BY TARA SHELBY
COLlEGE liFE EDITOR

Disney

Game shows have been around for almost as
long as television.
Recently, with the American version debut of
"Who Wants To Be A Millionaire," game shows
hav~ become one of the most popular new trends.
"I like to watch TV game shows because it's fun
to see how stupid some people are," Kelli Gibson,
senior from Louisville, said.
Many game shows, including "Who Wants To
Be A Millionaire," "Jeopardy" and "The Price Is
Right," have their own websites that allow viewers to try out for the show. "Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire" has a toll free number, 1-800-4338321, on its website for viewers who want to try
out their luck, knowledge and speed at the game.
lt also includes a list of rules, and it explains how

contestants are chosen for the show.
But game shows are nothing new to many avid
TV game show fans. "The Price Is Right" is now
in its 28th season and "Jeopardy," which attracts
approximately 32 million viewers, is in its 16th.
However, not everybody is jumping on the
game show bandwagon.
Sarah Beth Drennan, senior from Fredonia, said
she does not watch game shows any more now
than she used to.
"[don't like to watch TV game shows because
they're stupid," and I don't have time," Drennan
said.
She did add this does not apply to all games in
general, though, as she loves to play the card
game "Spades" with her friends.
Said Drennan: "I like games that I can actually
participate in."

College Life
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The
Week
Ahead
A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON

CAMPUS AND

To POST INFORMATION IN THE
762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.

AROUND TOWN.
CALENDAR, PHONE

FRIDAY

• Cinema
International

-"Autumn
Tale," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center
Theater.

-"Autumn
Tale," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center
Theater.

• Campus
Lights - "The

• Campus
Lights -"The

Music Man," 8
p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.

Music Man," 8
p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.

january 28, 2000

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

• Cinema
International

The Murray State News

• Bible study
-Murray Christian Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

MONDAY
• Black History
Month begins.
• National Heart
Month begins.

• Bible study-

TUESDAY
• Scholarships
- Deadline for all
Murray State
scholarship
applications due
in the Scholarship Office.

Baptist Student
Union, 6 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

- Meeting, 5 p.m.

• Hester
College-

• Cinema
International

Hedgehog Day
celebration, 7
p.m., Hester College.

- "Central Station," 7 p.m.,
Curris Center
Theater.

.

• Lecture-

• AQHA Horse
Show-West
Kentucky Exposition Center

STAFf WRITER

Several years ago, D'Angelo
hit the scene with the song
"Brown Sugar." His new album,
"Voodoo," came out Tuesday.
D'Angelo has a really unique
style that is very smooth and
flows together very well, con·nected by solid, thumping beats.
I have only heard one song,
"Brown Sugar," by him before
and it's a good, entertaining
song.
This album continues along

Album:
D'Angelo
"Voodoo"
Grade: C
Comments:
"D'Angelo has
a reaJly unique
style that is
very smooth
and flows
together very
well, connected
by solid,
thumping

this same pattern. Songs such as
"Playa Playa," "Devil's Pie,"
"Send It On," "Chicken Grease"
and ''One Mo' Gin" are laid back
rap/r&b grooves.
One song on the album, "Left
& Right," features Method Man
and Redman. The lyrics are typical to Method Man, who is a
member of the infamous Wu
Tang Clan, and his odd and
witty style.
While some tracks feature religious themes, others, like "Playa
Playa," "Feel Like Makin' Love,"
"GreatDayNDaMomin/Booty"

• Panhellenic

Darryl Van Leer,
Curris Center
Ballroom, 7:30
p.m.

I

D'Angelo CD smooth, lacks variety
BY KYLE SHADOAN

THURSDAY

• Groundhog's
Day

and "Untitled (How Does It
Feel)'' contain sexual connotations. This, combint.>d with his
suave style, ensures no problem
for D'Angelo with getting
"chicks."
The only complaint 1 have
about "Voodoo" is every song
sticks to this smooth, laid back
style. After a while every song
sounds the same. If the album
had more variety, it would feel
more complete.
D'Angelo's talent shines
through on several tracks, but
some could use a little work.

beats."

Top
Albums
1. D'Angelo''Voodoo"
2. Dr. OreNChronic 2001"
3. Lox- "We
Are The Streets"'
4. Three 6 Mafia
Presents"HypnotiZe
Camp PosseH
5. Scream 3
soundtrack

D'Angelo's new album released Tuesday needs more variety to make it complete.

Source: Terrapin
Station

Outol

the
Frying

Pan
By Chris Schweizer

Looking For
Something Sweet
And Scrumptious
For Your
Special Valentine?
The Sugar Cube has
just the item!
Choose from large or small
decorated cookies,
tins of creamy fudge
or Jelly Bellies.
The Sugar Cube is located on
the 2nd floor of the Curris
Center and is open from
7a.m. - Sp.m. Monday - Friday,
Saturday from 9a.m. • Sp.m.
and Sunday from 1 - 4p.m.
Stop by today or call 762-2099 •
.I

The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi
would like to introduce the
2000 officers and committee heads:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Recording
Corresp
Scholarship
Marshal
Sergeanu••·'iR;I'
Editor

Ben Gross
Kip Roberts
David Hatcher
Casey Naber
Espey
Simmons
JtUa. Strickland

AI .............
PMAL
PMAL
Social
Commun•..w~..:..-:.~~~ow.t..w

NewMem
Brotherhood
Parent/Public ......".~itt~•~•~

House
IFC
IFC

·}Oii)'n Albritton

Blaisdell
Earl Simms
Heath Bittel
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Springer remains unisex d9rmitory
BY LISA W HEAT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Teased hair went out after the '80s
and pegged pants were a fad of the
'90s, but single-gender dorms such as
Springer College are here to stay.
Residents say there is nothing oldfashioned or right-wing about living
in the all-girl residential college and
that they simply enjoy the atmosphere.
"I don't mind that it's all girls at
all," Stephanie Parson, four-year
Springer resident from Cromwell,
said. 11 1t gives me a sense of security
because I don't have to worry about
strange guys walking up and down
the hallway."
When she chose her residential college as 'a freshman, PMson was
unaware of the all-girls status of
Springer. The college simply

appealed to her because it had suite
bathrooms. The dorm's privacy and
cleanliness has brought her back year
after year.
Kelli Gibson, senior from McComb
Township, Mo., finds the quiet, private atmosphere of the residential college appealing. Gibson said because
escorted males are allowed in the residential college, Springer isn't that
different from other halls.
Housing Director Paula Hulick said
the demand for an all-girls dorm is
strong, even as Murray State enters
the new millennium.
"When restructuring (the residential colleges), we felt that there was a
need (for single-sex dorms), particularly in this part of the country," she
said.
Hulick said a school designs its residential halls to accommodate its particular campus needs.
At some colleges, for example, stu-

dents are separated into dorms based
on their majors or by Greek societies.
Many schools do employ only coed
dorms, but these are generally prevalent in more liberal states such as California, Hulick said.
Kentucky's location near the Bible
Belt may have an influence on the
abundance of single-sex dorms in the
state's colleges, University of Kentucky Housing Office Manager Kathy
Marksberry said. Of the 3,000 stu·
dents who live on campus, more than
half stay in single-sex dorms.
"You have to realize that Kentucky
is very conservative in regards to traditional values," Marksberry said.
Before about two years ago,
Franklin College was an all male
dorm.
That changed as the population of
female students at the University
grew and more space was needed to
accommodate them.

Ryan Brooks/The News

l1and:

A he/ping
Tana Wynn, senior from Benton, helps her nephew
'
Tycen Henry up the steps outside the Currls Center.

Student art featured in Hart College floating gallery
A GALLERY IN

BY RACHEL KIRK

H ART COLLEGE HOPES
TO FEATURE
NEW WORKS
EACH SEMEsTER.

STAff WRITER

Hart College will soon be making a new
addition to their lobby- a floating art gallery.
The gallery, which residents are organizing, will display student and local works of
art in the Hart College lobby, including paintings, and sculptures
"1 think everybody needs art in their life,"

Jess Adkins, coordinator of the gallery, said.
'1t makes life a little more interesting."
Adkins, freshman from Florence, said the
concept of a floating gallery is that the pieces
showcased are rotated, so different works of
art will be available to admire. They hope to
rotate them each semester.
"We are not just looking for art students to
contribute," Adkins said."Anyone who has
good art is welcome. So far, we have six

~~~-

tJ

pieces of art that we are looking at. We'd like
to have more.''
Adkins said she thinks Hart residents who
are always going in and out of the lobby will
appreciate the art.
One artist, Noah Hewitt-Ball, junior from
Louisville, said he was very happy to have
the opportunity to show his work in the
gallery.
"There are only one or two shows a semes-

ter at the school, and often your work dat.-s
not get in," Hewitt-Ball said.
Hewitt-Ball plans to show from his series of
paintings that take a romantic look at industrialization in rural areas.
Josh Lambert, freshman from Dresden,
Tenn., will also contribute to the gallery.
"I think it's a good way to make a profit,"
Lambert said. "If someone really likes your
work, they could contact you and buy it."
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Need A Summer Job?
Come to the

Christian Fellowship

+

Sorority Fun

AdX

When:
Where:
Time:

Summer
Jobs

Summer Job Fair

Tuesday, Feb. 8
Curris Center Ballroom 3rd Floor
9a.m. - 3p.m.

(CHOp/Internship
Opportunities

Summer
Camps

~

S_p_r_in_g_2_0_0_0_R_u_s_h_ _ _

Tuesday, Feb. 1

Informational I Progressive Dinner
Curris Center, 2nd floor
Rocking Chair Lounge, 6p.m.
Game Night, Carr Hea lth, 7p.m.

Thu r sday, Feb. 3

Veg Night, Elizabeth College, 7p.m .

Monday, Jan. 31

Questions? Just Call!
Christine at 762-4939 or Ellee at 762-4937

Contact Career Services, 210 Ordway Hall, 762-3735,
~areer. services@ murraystate. edu

for more information.

Come By Career Services To Prepare
Your Resumes!

CollegeLife
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Enhancing stu~ent relations Bowl extras attract viewers
goal of Hart College Counci·l
BY KYLE SHADOAN
STAFF WRITER

BY KRISTA MATHENY

STUDENTS
ON THE
RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGE
COUNCILS
WORK HARD
TO BRING
RESIDENTS
PROGRAMS
THAT WILL
ENHANCE
THEIR
COLLEGE
EXPERIENCE.

STAFF WRITER

On their way to and from classes,
students may notice the plethora
of flyers, posters and advertisements announcing upcoming
events and dub and organizational information.
But do these same students stop
to think who's behind the hanging of those flyers, or that a governing body keeps residential colleges connected to other residential colleges and organizations on
the campus?
The residential college councils
are responsible for passing
amendments that make student
life easier. Each residential college has a council that helps put
together programs to increase
student involvement.

Hart college is one of the councils that tries its best to make living in a residential college a better
experience for a student.
Margaret Byassee, Hart College
RCC pre:;ident, said the mission
of Hart College is to provide
activities for Hart residents to
develop emotional, intellectual
and social skills to enhance their
college experience.
"Through this, Hart College
residents will make long-lasting
friendships and become wellrounded individuals," she said.
Hart RCC works hard not only
to better the college, but also to
show its residents a good time.
The council has sponsored educational and entertaining programs
this year. Some of these include
mocktaiJ party, a clinic on winterizing cars, outdoor cookouts and

several ice cream socials.
"My favorite program the RCC
has sponsored was the Mardi
Gras party we had last year/'
Hart secretary Allison Nall,
sophomore from Smithfield, said.
"Then we had someone reading
palms, beads handed out and
mocktails. It was a good time, and
everyone had fun."
The majority of the council is
made up of upperclassmen. However, a few freshman have joined
the council. These students are
trying to making a difference in
their college. One such freshman
is Member-At-Large Eric Phelps
from Nebo.

"I feel the RCC gets more people-involved in college life," he
said. "It's great for freshmen to be
involved in all the programs."

Super Bowl Sunday: a
sacred holy day when
everyon e is dressed his
or her best before the
supreme ruler ... the TV.
Advertising during the
Super
Bowl
almost
upstages the game itself.
According
to
www .s u perbow l.com,
30-second spots during
Super Bowl XXXIV will
cost $2 million. This is
up nearly 25 percent
from last year. If the
average p rice holds at $2
million, it will break the
old record of $1.6 million
for a commercial, set last
January in Super Bowl

xxxm.

Some of the companies
airing ads Sunday are

GET THE CARD
GET THE SAiliNGS & MORE

ONLY AT KROGE '

1.11•. or Morel
GROUND CHUCK
Cl•1r§
5 to 7 Lb. Av g. - Frozen

TURKEY BREAST

(Behind Curtis May's Studio)

ofpu~oll......

Selected Varieties
5.5 to 21 oz. pkg.

NABISCO
CRACKERS

OLD
FASHIONED
ICE CREAM

IIlYAN Orlglnol ·or- IMf
(1 lb. P!tt~-1

Please join us in welcoming Rev. L. Ferguson to our
church of Paducah on Sunday, Jan. 30.
Church Services and installation at II a.m.
Lunch will be served from noon until 2 p.m.
Please bring yourself. Bring a friend. Bring your family.
Everyone is welcome at MCC in Paducah!

A
VEDA.
""'"''ON!..._
ON!"""""...,....
SPRITII; Regular, Diet -or- Caffeine Free

COCA COLA

WITH PlUS CARD

COCKTAIL
SMOKIES

M ETROPOLITAN C OMMUNITY CHURCH
OF PADUCAH

CHUN
SOUPS

WITH PlUS CARD

Fronn YOGURT ·or(galt- paU)

WITH N.US CAIID

ers seem to enjoy them.
"I like the commercials," Jenny Miller,
senior from Louisville,
said. "That will be the
only reason I would
watch the Super Bowl."
Others are not excited
about the Super Bowl.
"I'm really tired of
hearing about it," Steve
Hughes, junior from
Louisville, said. "It's
really more of a religion
in this part of the country
than it is a sport."
Kazunori Murasaka,
junior
from
Tokyo,
Japan, said he does not
agree.
''Football is unfamiliar
to japanese," Murasaka
said. "All we see is the
highlights on the sports
n~ws, so we don't see the
commercials."

OPEN HOUSE at

626-B Broadway, Paducah

CAMPBELL'S
19 oz. c an

100% Pure Genuine Family Pak IS

Coca-Cola, AnheuserBusch, Pepsi, Blockbuster
Video, BMW, Disney,
Dow)ones.com, Dreamworks Films, FedEx, GM,
Motorola,
Frito-Lays,
Visa, NAPA, World
Wrestling Federation, 7up and Pizza Hut.
But is it worth it?
Tad Anderson, freshman from Mayfield, said
he does not think so.
" 1 will probably flip the
channel because they
suck," Anderson said.
Freshman Tom Zabenco from Fairfield said he
feels the same.
"I like some of them,
but others are stupid,"
Zabenco said. "They are
just a new way to sell the
same old crap."
Though some may dislike the advertising , oth-

WITH PLUS CARD

2~6

Awake. Aware. Aveda.
Pampered. Renewed. Alive AI Avedo Concept Solons you'll find I he
latest trends in hair, skin and makeup. Aveda p!onl based producls. And
on experience like no other. Schedule on appointment today.
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Groundhogs tired of abuse, plot to conquer world
BY LOREE STARK
STAFF WRITER

It's about that time of year again. On
Feb. 2, groundhogs all over the continent, from Los Angeles to Canada to,
most notably, Puxatawney, Pa., will be
abruptly awakened from their winter
hibernation to determine if North
America will be condemned to six more
weeks of winter.
However, does anyone take into consideration how the groundhog feels
about the interruption of his winter nap
to pacify this society's dependence on
his abilities to foretell the we.1ther?
Hilary Dew, freshman from Paducah,
said she feels for the groundhog.
"I think I'd be pretty annoyed if some
crazy man dragged me out of bed in the
middle of the night to see my shadow,"
Dew said.
Bryan Gamer, freshman from Paducah, shared a fond groundhog memory.
"I remember one spring, when he didn't see his shadow, Phil (Puxatawney.

groundhog) and I spent the whole
spring together, frolicking about in the
flowers, romping through the woodlands with a general air of happiness," .
Garner said. "Only once did he ever
mention the horrors of being ripped
from his h ome. I think he represses it."
Katy Koch, senior from Calloway,
said she feels the groundhog enjoys its
annuallS minutes of fame.
"Maybe Puxatawney Phil has delusions of grandeur and so he's probably
more than happy to help us out," Koch
saici
Avid groundhog lovers can visit "The
official website for the commercializaof
groundhogs"
at
tion
http:/ /www.groundhogsday .com.
However, those that empathize with the
groundhog will find no solace there.
The site makes no mention about the
ethical treatment of groundhogs.
Many students simply feel the holi·
.
freshman from Paducah, said. "It has
day is superstitious and pointless.
"If he's really cold, he's just going to nothing to do with his shadow."
go back into his hole, Sharon Daack, · "I trunk the groundhog is America's

10°/o Discount with

MSU Student ID

,

Jenny )onesffhe News

scapegoat because we can't handle winter any longer," Clint Todd, freshman
from Calloway County, said.

Best damn pizza In the greeter
Metropolitan Buchanan area
Enchiladas &
DARTS plus Shrimp,
Sandwiches.
Band Nights

COLD BEER
POOl &

Hoosier Daddy
No Minors on Band Nlghta

A.K.A., "The Big Cow!"
641 S. Bel Air Ce nter
753-0440

south of Murr•v

1 2 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline lottery

DARRYL
VAN.LEER

131G APRf CAff
Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
fr otp 11 a.m.- lJ p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

Thursd•v, feb. 3·
1 3 Mllet

Will groundhogs eventually become
fed up with the seemingly "inane"
desires of this society and retaliate?
Randall Majors, freshman from Union
County, thinks so.
"l think that when groundhogs are
able to evolve opposable thumbs that
they will find weaponry and destroy us
all,'' Majors said.
" I think that the groundhogs spend
their last six weeks of winter in their little tunnels creating technology far
beyond that ever made by mortal man,"
Jaime Blechlc, sophomore from Perryville, Mo., said .
How will groundhogs evolve, if at all?
LeAnne Rushing, freshman from Paducah, shares her theory.
"I think that the groundhog will be bit
by a vampire, like on 'Buffy,' and ...
whoosh ... will be~:ome a vampire
groundhog," Rushing said. "Consequently, he will never see his shadows,
but when he entcr5 the sunlight, he will
burst into flames."

Jlllt. 29

Pop City
Fell. 1 aannce Dobbins Review
lotTf, no llllllol'l lftlr 9:10 p.m. SICUI'diiJ
LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer lnn in Murray
901-247-5798
Puryear, TN

su

tudent Special

Monday • Thursday
"From the Gallows to the Grave" ·

Thursday, F~b. 3, 2000
Curris Center Ballroom
7:30p.m.
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
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Student ID
970 Chestnut St.
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New coach search down to seven
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

The search for a new Murray State head football coach
heated up this week as the
seven candidates visited campus for meetings with University officials and public
forums this week.
The seven confirmed candidates for the head coach position are: Mike Cassity, codefensive coordinatorI secondary coach for Oklahoma
State University; Daryl R.
Dickey, head coach for Presbyterian College; Richard C.
WUson, assistant coach/passing game coordinator for
Oklahoma State; Mike Schultz,
associate head coach for Texas
Christian University; Lawson
Holland, assistant coach for
University of Florida; Mac
McDaniel, current interim
head coach for Murray State;
and Joe Pannunzio, assistant
coach for Auburn University.
Two earlier applicants, Ronnie Cottrell and Charlie
Stubbs, pulled out over the
weekend, according to "The
Paducah Sun" on Wednesday.
Both coaches were assistants
from the University of Alabama.
The seven coaching candidates held a 45-minute each
public
forum
Monday
through Thursday at 11:30
a.m. in the Curris Center Theater. Two candidates spoke
each day except for Thursday,
when Pannunzio was the only
one to speak.
Three of the candidates have
local ties to this region.
Cassity was head coach of
Paducah Tilghman High
School from 1976-78 and let-

tered in football and wrestling
for three years at the University of Kentucky. He also
coached at UI<, Morehead
State, Western Kentucky and
seven other schools in his 25year college coaching career.
"Someone asked me why
I've changed jobs so much,
and my aspirations are that I
want to be a head coach," Cassity said. "I've worked for a lot
of good footbaU coaches. I've
formulated my philosophies. I
think I have an advantage
over the other candidates
because I've worked at the
schools that I have."
Dickey was starting quarterback for the University of Tennessee from 1985-1988, including a Most Valuable Player
award at the 1988 Sugar Bowl.
He was also quarterbacks
coach and offensive coordinator for UK from 1990-95.
"I was born into a football
family," Dickey said. ''A lot of
people have heard of army
brats, well I'm a football brat.
From a very early age, I knew
what I wanted to do with the
rest of my life, and that's to be
associated with this great
game."
Mac McDaniel has worked
the last three years at Murray
State under former Racer
Head Coach Denver Johnson.
McDaniel has been working
on getting a staff set up for
next season, including getting
offensive coordinator Scott
Preston to verbally commit to
staying as offensive coordinator for next season if McDaniel
is named the new Head
Coach.
"Scott has done an excellent
job for us," McDaniel said.
"We're two or three deep on

other positions on the staff if
I'm chosen, and they have all
the necessary ingredients.
"They're going to be role
models for the community
and they're going to be
extremely good teachers,
because that's all coaching is is
teaching," he said.
Richard C. Wilson, who is
currently at Oklahoma State
along with Cassity, applied for
the Murray State head coaching job six years ago during
the search that brought Houston Nutt to Murray State.
"The thing I like about the
system at Murray State is that
the quarterback will be highlighted, receivers get a chance
to shine an<:l there is a good
rushing attack to balance the
attack," Wilson said.
Mike Schultz said he would
run former Murray State and
current Virginia Tech Head
Coach Frank Beamer's attacking defense. He has four main
goals if he was to get the job.
"I want to promote personal
growth in the athletes academically, athletically and socially," Schultz said. "I want all
my players to have a great
work ethic. r want to represent
the University well and graduate players. Finally, I want to
develop leadership skills and
team unity among the players
that will last beyond their stay
at Murray Stale."
The committee met last
night to discuss their recommendation to University President I<ern Alexander and
hope to have a decision made
by today or tomorrow, according to the student representative on the committee, Racer
tight end josh Mcl<eel.

;t4SU +lead Coach Candidates
Mike Cassity

Lawson Holland
University of Florida

Oklahoma State

defensive coordinator
University of Wisconsindefensive secondary coach

Daryl R. Dickey

Mac McDaniel

Presbyterian College

Murray State
Murray State UniversityAssociate head coach
Murray State University offensive coordinator

Richard C. Wilson
Oklahoma State

Mike Schultz
Texas Christian University

Wilson, Schultz, McDa nie l and Pa nnunzio photos by Ryan Brooks/The News
Cassity photo by J oe Dan Dacus/The News
Dickey photo by www.presby.edu
Holland phot by www.ufl.edu
Gra phic by Robert Piero ni/The News

Lady Racetsl extend winning streak to four Straight games
BY JOE DAN DACUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

File Photo

Freshman guard Khadija Head, left, from Atla nta, gua rds Kerri Shields, junior guard from
Edgewood, duri-ng a practice at the Regional Special Events Center. The Lady Racers swept both
games of the "Death Valley" road tr ip against Eastern Kentucky a nd M orehead State, and as of
T hursday night won four straight games, the longest streak in H ead C oach Eddie Fields tenure.

The Lady Racers returned victorious
from the infamous "Death Valley'' road
trip, upsetting Eastern Kentu~ky in overtime 72-67 and defeating Morehead State
76-69.
The Lady Racers left for the trip on a
two-game winning streak, hoping to carry
the momentum of the streak with them.
"I think we got something started with
the two wins at home," Lady Racer Coach
Eddie Fields said. "The kids are playing
extremely well right now."
Eastern shot only 27 percent from the
field, but hit three shots from three-point
land and went 10-18 from the free throw
line, which proved to be the difference.
MSU proved to be the better team in
overtime and outscored EKU 14-9 in OT to
win the game with the final score of 72-67.
"We haven't won here in ten years, but
we finally got it done," Fields said.
The Lady Racers shot a game average of
44 percent from the field with three 3-point
baskets.
MSU also shot 72 percent from the free
throw line and grabbed a total of 50
rebounds, including 16 offensive
rebounds.

Senior Heather Bates led the team with
19 poin ts. Bates also had six rebounds and
seven assists. Freshman Jill Buckman
stepped up and scored a career-high 18
points.
Sophomore Susan Tackett led the
defense with nine rebounds and fou r
steals.
."We had a lot of confidence going into
the game," Tackett said.
ln Saturday's game, Morehead managed to pull the game within seven, but
that's as close as the Lady Golden Eagles
would get as the Lady Racers added to the
streak with a 76-69 win.
Freshman Liz Stansberry led the team
with 20 points and four assists. 1unior
Monica Gadson aided with 15 points and
nine rebounds. Bates led the defense with
seven defensive rebounds and six steals as
well as 15 points.
"The score doesn't even give you an idea
of how well we played," Fields said. " It's a
deligh t to watch them play right now."
Heather Bates was named OVC Player
of the Week for this week and Buckman
was named OVC Newcomer of the Week
as well.
"I love to play basketball," Buckman
said. "I got into it in sixth grade and stuck
with it."

Murray State 76
Morehead 69
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE

7·1 0 (5·3

OVC), MOREHEAD
1- 16 (0..8 OVC)
KEY PLAYERS:

LIZ STANSBERRY, 20
POINTS, FOUR
REBOUNDS AND FOUR
ASSISTS.
COMMENTS: "THE
SCORE DOESN'T EVEN
GIVE YOU AN IDEA Of
HOW WEll WE
PLAYED. IT'S A
DELIGHT TO WATCH
THEM PLAY NOW.H
-lADY RACER HEAD
COACH EDDIE FIELDS,
ON THE lADY RACERS
RECENT PERFOR·
MANCE.

.

Murray State season ticket holders at RSEC need loud wake-up call
Sports Talk

j ASON
BILLINGSLEY

"IF YOU'RE
GOING TO SIT
DOWN THE
ENTIRE TIME AT
THE GAME,
THEN WATCH
THE GAME ON
TELEVISION.' '

If you have not been to a Murray
State men's basketball game lately,
you may not understand the com. mentaries and letters written by
concerned fans about the fan participation at the Regional Special ·
Events Center.
The letters are not just from a
couple of fans who had a bad
experience at one game. They have
a legitimate complaint.
Pirst off, I would like to say this
problem is limited to one section
of fans, and it is not the students.
The student fans at RSEC this
year have shown the team spirit
. the Racers need to win another
Ohio Valley Conference title and
remain among the top 40 basketball programs in the nation.
The Detroit game on ESPN on
Dec. 4 is the shining example of
how good our student fans can be.
We had a row of students with

espn.go.com pain ted on their nament, according to the commenchests, numerous signs held by tary written by Professor Anthony
students wanting to get on televi- Gannon last week.
sion and the students rushed the
The season ticket holders seem
court when the Racers beat to be suffering from what I call the
Detroit.
"Atlanta Braves syndrome.'~
Fans believe we will win the
This was obviously a high point
in the season for the student par- conference title and get to the
ticipation, but it has remained fair- NCAA Tournament every year, so
ly constant over the course of the why come when we're supposedly
win every time we step on the
season.
The students have represented court?
Murray State extremely well at
I was embarrassed during the
home games, especially against SEMO game, which ended the
Southeast Missouri State and streak with one minu te to go and
Austin Peay.
the Racers trailing. Ou r season
The problem with the RSEC fan ticket-holding adult fans were sitparticipation is mainly on the ting down showing no emotion at
shoulders of the season ticket all.
holders, especially the side behind
If it was not for the MSU student
press row.
fans and the SEMO fans attemptThose are the fans that give ing to bring down the house, you
RSEC the atmosphere of an all- could have heard a pin drop in
night bake-off and a bridge tour- RSEC.

When I asked s tuden ts from the Iars in tuition and fees at MSU to
newspaper staff about the situa- get their "free" tickets, a luxury
tion, the response I get is the sea- students at a lot of other local unison ticket holders were mainly versities don't get to enjoy.
older citizens of Murray and just
I'm not saying people have to
wanted to enjoy a game in peace scream until they're hoarse, just
and q uiet.
show some more enthusiasm.
Like one of my good friends has
Maybe it is my background from
Goreville High School in southern told me before, if you're going to
Illinois, but at Goreville home sit down the entire time at a game,
games, the older members of the then listen to it on the radio or
community are the loudest fans at watch it on television if it's telethe games.
vised.
They live and breathe Goreville
If the season ticket-holding
basketball and show u p in force adults do not get motivated in
for every home game, especially Murray Sta te men's and women's
against county-rival Vienna High basketball soon, we may go from
School.
having the best home crowd in the
Personally, if I paid $343 for a OVC to one of the worst.
season ticket I would jump o ut of
my chair and scream and cheer
until [ was tired, especially during
the SEMO and Austin Peay games. Jason Billingsley is tile sports editor
Studen ts pay thousands o f dol- for "The Murray State News."
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Reese wins OVC Player
of the Week award
Aubrey Reese, senior from
Auburn, Ala., was selected as Ohio
Valley Conference Player of the
Week for games played Jan. 17 to
24.
Reese averaged 22 points, 4.7
assists and 3.7 steals for the Racers
intheir three victories against
Austin Peay, Eastern Kentucky
and Morehead State.
For the week, he shot 48.6 percent from the field, 45.5 percent
from three-point range and 89.2
percent from the free throw line
while averaging 41.7 minutes per
game.

Bates, Buckman win weekly
OVC basketball awards
Heather Bates and Jill Buckman
were awarded weekly awards from
the Ohio Valley Conference for
their performences d uring games
the week of Jan. 17.
Bates, senior from Connersville,
Ind., earned OVC Player of the
Week honors while Buckman,
freshman from Smithton, lll., won
the OVC Co-Newcomer of the
Week award for Murray State's
"Death Valley" road sweep of Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State

sports editor.

7-1
SEMO
6-1
MSU
UT-Martin 5-2
TIU
5-3
EIU
4-4
APSU
4-5
Morehead 3-5
MTSU
2-6
EKU
2-6
TSU
1-6

OveraU
14-3
13-5
8-9
10-7
8-8
10-7

8-9
6-10
6-11
2-15

..

Jan.29
Tenni!Sste Tech at Murrily Stote<l

p.m.
Moddle Tennessee 11 UT·M•rtin 6

p.m.
Morehead St.> I~ •t E.astem lllinois

7:05p.m.
Ea$tml Kentucky ot Southt..t Ml$"'~ri 7:30p.m..
Austin Peay at T~ Stall! 7:45

p.m.
Feb.1
Murray Stall! atTennesse..SI.IIi! 7:45

p.m.
Feb. 3
Wll!m lllinois ot Austin Peay 7:45

p.m.
Easmn KeniUcky at Middle Ten·

...,.,.., 7:45p.m.

Southeo5t Mwotui ot Ton,_ St.>te
745j>m
Mol\!hnd Stare at Trn"""""' Tl'<h 8

p.m.
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$DI077
EIU8&

).11'SU80

:rsu 73 '
. ill1J 75
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$EMC,l U ''' iF
EIU.70 · i> ,,;

1
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Jeremy Edwards/The News

Swim1ning in January: Sebastian Venjar, junior from Oslo, Norway
and Tony Hardman, senior from Liverpool, England, enjoy a swim at the pool in
the Carr Health Building. Venjar and Hardman play for the men's tennis team.

Check the Sports Briefly section each week for the
Racer Sportlight, FastFact, Sports Briefs, OVC men's
and women's sport standings and schedule, lntramu·
rals schedule and OVC men's and women's scores.

Women's Basketball
Schedule

ovc

J•n.l9
Tennessee Tech ot Murray State 2
r .m.
MQreh~ad St•te •t E.>stem lllor\Qo&
4:45pm.
E.1>1em Kentucky at Southl>lSt Mlr

6-10
6-10

4-12
1-16

1

MSU7l ··
MonlhMd,G&

Women's Basketball
Standings
8-0
TIU
EKU
6-2
5-3
MTSU
MSU
5-3
UT-Martin 4-4
APSU
4-5
4-5
TSU
SEMO
3-5
EIU
2-6
Morehead 0·8

I

IJM..24 .
EJ<U 89 . .
UT·Martln 83 .

,... ,

'

50\lrl 5:31lp.m.
Auslln P®y at Tonn~ Sllltl! 5:45

p.m.
Middle TI!IIM!IIIft at UT·~rtin

5:45p.m
Fcb.l

Residential
Colleges
Regents
Hart
Hester
White
Oark
Elizabeth
Richmond
Springer-Franklin

Fraternities
100
87
87
83
71

46
34
28

Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Chi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Gamma Rho
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Pi

Sororities
55
45
41
35
33
30
18
0

Alpha Omicron Pi 46
Alpha Sigma Alpha 44
Alpha Gamma Delta 42
Sigma Sigma Sigma 34
Alpha Delta Pi
34

5:45pm
Southc•~t MI580Url at
SuotcS;~Sp.m

T""nesse.>

.

l

11U QpW....., fi04Z

nv~~,•
....... 4th .. ·:
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jj;
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..........
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ur.......... •

ur.....,._,_..
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l'eb. l
Eastern Kentucky at Middle Ten·

nesset' 5:45 p m.

•

• ........ ~ ·i

4:$

Belmont •I Tc,__ St.tte 5:30
pm .

E.!stem llt!nlils at A..,tin Peo.y 5:45
p.m .
Tcnll<'S!Iee Tc.'Ch at Morehe;oJ State

il

..........f
·Trlh~ ..-.

Overall
13-6
9-8
8-8
7-to
5-12
8-9

I
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WOIIMft't Score. ' . I

NCAA allow officials video
review of last-second shots

Men's Basketball Men's Basketball
Standings
Schedule
ovc

,. .._. .. ,or),.

last week.
Bates averaged 17 points, seven
rebounds, seven assists and 3.8
steals per game, while Buckman
scored a career-high 18 points and
grabbed a team-high nine rebounds
in the Racers' win against Eastern
Kentucky.
Buckman also hit 81.8 percent of
her shots from the fielQ in the EKU
game.

Officials will now be allowed to
review last-second baskets on a
replay monitor under a rule change
adopted Tuesday by the NCAA
Rules Committee.
The committee unanimouslY.
approved the change after an emergency conference call Monday. The
change takes effect Friday once officials are made aware of the change.
Previously, officials were barred
from using monitors to see if a shot
was released before or after the
buzzer.
The last time the NCAA made a
midseason rule change was during
the 1990-91 season, when the penalty for fighting was stiffened.
Briefs arc compiled by jason Billingsley,

I

·1

MSu87 "

Intramural basketball games
start on Wed.

-

Congrat:ulat:ions M!iU !it:udent:s
On t:he 4 7 lia111e
Ho1111! Winning !it:reakl

Help U!i !itart a new one!
- E.W. Dennison, Coach Tevester Anderson and the Racer Basketball Team

t{.J6

Sports

~acers

..............

STATE 13·5 (13-5
(6-1 OVC), MORE·
HEI'D 8-9 (3-5

OVC)
ICIY PlAYERS:
AUBREY REESE, 2 I
POINTS, FIVE
REBOUNDS THREE
ASSISTS
CoMMENTS: •He's
TRYING TO GET SHOTS
TO EVERYONE ELSE SO
THEY CAN CONTRIBUTE AND HE'S
CONTROLLING THE
PACE OF THE GAMES
FOR US. • ~ACER
ASSISTANT COACH
CHRIS Woowo,
ON REESE'S P\AY THE
lAST FEW GAMES.

January 28, 2000

need overtime to escape with win at Morehead State

MUII'IJ Stlte 87

(01')
RKO.DS: M URRAY

The Murray State News

STAFF REPORT

The Murray State Racers had
another close call on Saturday
when they needed overtime to
defeat Morehead State 87-86 to
sweep the "Death Valley" road
trip of Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead.
The Racers (13-5 overall, 6-1
OVC), who were coming off a 7775 overtime win over Austin
Peay at home Tuesday night and
an 82-77 win over EKU Thursday
night, needed 21 points from
senior guard Aubrey Reese to
escape Morehead (8-9 overall, 3-5
OVC) with the win.
Reese first sent the game into
overtime with two free throws
with 21 seconds left in the game.
He then made three of four free
throws in the final 21 seconds of
overtime to set up MSU's defense
to win the game.
"Aubrey played wonderfully,"
Racer Assistant Coach Chris
Woolard said. "Sometimes when
you' re point guard is scoring the

most points, you get worried that on 2-for-11 shooting.
he's forcing bad shots, but that's
"Isaac has handled the double
not the case with Aubrey.
teams well in regards to his pass"He's trying to get shots to ing," Woolard said. "If you look
everyone else so they can con- at the last two games, he is
tribute and he's controlling the among our top two or three assist
pace of the games for us," he men.
said.
"The reason Ike's points are
Morehead ran down the clock down is because he isn' t shooting
to try for one fina l shot, but the the ball very well right now," he
Racers trapped the Morehead said . '1lce will get his shot back
guards at half court to clinch the soon."
Spencer did lead all players in
victory.
Morehead also had a good rebounding with eight.
Other top scorers for the Racchance to win the game in regulation, but former Calloway ers were junior guard Ray CunCounty star Brad Cleaver missed ningham with 14 points, senior
center Mike Turner, senior guard
a shot as time expired.
Murray State held a nine-point Marlon Towns with 11 points
lead at the half, and lost the lead and senior guard Aaron Page
in part to their off night at the with 10.
"If we can get our starters at or
free throw line, hitting only 18 of
30 free throws for a 60 percent near double figures every night,
we're going to win all our
clip from the charity stripe.
Reese had to carry the load for games," Woolard said. "That
the Racers on Saturday as Isaac way, teams can 't target just
Spencer, constantly double and Spencer and Reese in their defentriple teamed by the Morehead sive scheme.
"Rod and Marlon are coming
defense, scored only nine points

around for us, Turner's shooting
the ball well and Ray is really
helping us on the boards," he
said. " If we can balance our
attack, we'll be successful.
Morehead was led in scoring
by Justin Cornell, who had 29
points. Cleaver contributed 19
points and six rebounds, while
Jeremy Webb almost had a triple
double with 16 points, seven
rebounds and 11 assists.
One of the big keys to the Racer
win came from the boards. Murray out rebounded Morehead 3631 overall with a 12-9 edge on the
offensive glass.
The Racers also hit 50 percent
of the shots from the field,
including 11-for-24 from threepoint range.
Murray State was in action
Thursday night at the Regional
Special Events Center against
Middle Tennessee State.
Ryan Brooks/The News
For coverage of that game,
check "The Murray State News Rod M urray, senl~r forward from MontOnline" this afternoon at gomery, Ala., dunks during the Racen'
www. thenews.org/ sports3.htm. practice on Wednesday.

Club sports attempt to survive without University funding
BY WIWAM GoRDON
STAfF WRITER
r Murray
State has halted
funds for club sports until fall,
but the lack of cash flow has not
stopped the men and women's
rugby teams or the men's rowmg team from continuing to
work.
The men's rugby team, after
finishing the fall season with a
3-3 record, is recruiting during
January.
Although the team carries
enough players to compete in
the spring, rugby participation
slumps after mediocre seasons
or when players drop out of the
club to concentrate on academics, rugby player Jeremy
Baker said.
·
The men's rugby roster is filling back in after last week's

recruiting drives.
to produce a win.
"We've got all .kinds of differ"We played constantly underent people playing. Its a melting manned," Head Coach Rocky
pot," Baker S!iid. "We've got Reinhardt said. "Seventy-five
some people from s porting percent (of the team) had never
backgrounds playing, and some played a semester of rugby
haven't really played sports at before. We've been trying to
recruit, but girls don't know
all before."
Baker said that successful that women's rugby is out
have there."
fund-raising efforts
Murray State still provides
enabled the rugby team to stay
women's rugby with used
competitiy_e on the field.
" Right now, we're getting equipment, uniforms and the
small sponsorships from Pepsi- use of the intram ural field for
One," he said. "We're pretty practice and games.
"We don't get any additional
much doing some marketing
work for them. They gave us a financial help," Reinhardt said .
bunch of products to hand out "We do our own fund-raising
on campus, and we got people and recruiting."
to sign up for one of their (pro~tams·~--....-5
involve traveling and paying
motional) contests."
The women's rugby team had the fees required to enter the
a difficult fall season and failed team in tournaments.

"Our car washes are usually
good for us and we're thinking
of doing a yard sale in the
future," Reinhardt said.
The team may also generate
revenue in the future by selling
team T-shirts, she said.
The rugby season begins for
both the men and women on
Feb. 19 as the women play Vanderbilt at noon and the men face
Tennessee Tech at 1 p .m. at the
intramural fields.
The men's rowing crew at
Murray State is gaining regional and national respect despite
its loss of funding, Rowing
Coach Patrick Mulcahy said.
"We'ze s tiffer competition
new dee- the lois," Mukehy
said. "We thrive on adversity.
We use our own cars and our
own money."

While Murray State previousMurray State has even
ly provided transportation for claimed victories over much
the crew, they now only trans- larger schools.
port the team's boats, one of
"We own the University of
which is fifty-five feet in length. Tennessee and Vanderbilt UniThe crew is also still allowed versity," he said.
the use of the University's
Mulcahy believes his cre w
weight lifting and ergonomic could eventually row against
rowing facilities, Mulcahy said. national rowing standouts like
The crew team's goal for this Harvard and Brown.
"You can't prepare for (rowspring is to gain enough new
members to fill another eight- ing) in the usual sense,''
Michael Moode, senior crew
man boat.
The crew normally races one member from Murray, said.
varsity eight-man boat and one "The level of training is very
four-man novice boat, but if intense. It is a tough regimen
emphasizes
aerobic
membership goes up, the crew that
hopes to field an eight-man strength and endurance."
Those interested in rowing
novice boat, Mulcahy said.
*We're on- the rise and we're can log onto the Murray State
getting a pretty big name for Crew's website at www.murourselves around the southern raystate.edu / secsv / crew / inde
x.htm for more information.
United States," Mulcahy said.

0
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Paducah's # 1 College Nite
Every Wednesday
Wet & Wild T ·Shirt Contest
$ Cash Give-Away $
Thursday Ladies Nite
Friday Nite Funnies Comedy
Saturday, Jan. 29
Live Rock·N·Roll Band

Dog's Mercury
Great Time, Food & Spirits!
18 to enter on Tuesday·Thursday
21 to enter on weekends (unless otherwise stated)
with valid ID to drink
No Cover Charge At Door, Tuesday.Thursday

2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah

(270) 575·0508
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Past Super Boml Results
Game

Robert Pieroni/The News

XXXIII
XXXII
XXXI
XXX
XXIX
XXVIII
XXVII
XXVI
XXV
XXIV
XXIII
XXII
XXI
XX
XIX
XVIII
XVII
XVI
XV
XIV
XIII
XII
XI
X
IX
VIII
VII
VI

XXXIV
St.Louis Rams
V~.

Tennessee
Titans

v

IV
Ill
II
I

Result
Denver 34, Atlanta 19
Denver 31 , Green Bay 24
Green Bay 35, New England 21
Dallas 27, Pittsburgh 17
San Francisco 49, San Diego 26
Dallas 27, Buffalo 13
Dallas 52, Buffalo 17
Washington 37, Buffalo 19
New York Giants 20, Buffalo 19
San Francisco 55, Denver 10
San Francisco 20. Cincinnati 16
Washington 42, Denver 20
New York Giants 39, Denver 20
Chicago 46, New England 1 0
San Francisco 38, Miami 16
L.A. Raiders 38, Washington 9
Washington 27, Miami 16
San Francisco 26, Cincinnati 21
Oakland 27, Philadelphia 10
Pittsburgh 31 , L.A. Rams 19
Pittsburgh 35, Dallas 31
Dallas 27, Denver 10
Oakland 32, Minnesota 14
Pittsburgh 21 , Dallas 17
Pittsburgh 16, Minnesota 6
Miami 24, Minnesota 7
Miami 14, Washington 7
Dallas 24, Miami 3
Baltimore 16, Dallas 13
Kans as City 23, Minnesota 7
New York Jets 16, Baltimore 7
Green Bay 33, Oakland 14
Green Bay 35, Kansas City 10

17

Titans will defeat St. Louis
In August, teams such as the New
York Jets, Jacksonville Jaguars, Denver
Bronco!t,.•AW«nta Falcons and Minneso·
tn Vikings were favorites for the Super
Bowl.
Five months later, it's the St. Louis
Rams agains t the Tennessee Titans.
After preseason starting quarterback
Trent Green was injured, the Rams
were a 200-1 shot for winning the NFL
title and only three people at the Imperial Palace in Las Vegas were
s mart/ stupid enough to make that bet,
according to CNNSI.com
If the Titans win Sunday, they will be
one of only three teams in NFL history
to win the Super Bowl as a wild card
team. The Oakland Raiders were the
first team to do that, in Super Bowl XV.
In that game, they d e feated the
Philadelphia Eagles.
Ironically, the Eagles' coach back then
was Dick Vermeil, the current St. Louis
coach.
The defenses for both teams set the
tone, as the Rams and Titans had two of
the three bes t defenses in football this
year. Sunday's game will be decided by
the answers to two ques tions: Can the
Tennessee Titan offense score points
against the s tingy Rams d efense? Can
the Rams score any points against Tennessee's wrecking ball crew on defense?

Tennessee loves its role as underdog.
The team thrives on fans and sports
writers looking past them. When the
Rams stack eight men on the line to stop
Eddie George, McNair will open the
passing game and take advantage of
man-to-man and weak zone coverages
by the Rams .
The key to this for the Titans is the
health of star receiver, Yancey Thigpen.
If he is healthy, the Titans' passing
attack is almost equal to the Rams. If
Thigpen cannot play because of his leg
injury suffered during the AFC title
game, the Titans' offense may stall and
the defense will have to score points.
The Rams will have trouble stopping
everyone on the incredibly talented
Titans defensive line, as Kurt Warner
will be on the run for most of the game.
Faulk wi11 have to have a huge game for
the Rams to s ucceed Sunday.
Both teams deserve to win Sunday
through the ir hard work between last
season and this season, but I believe
Tennessee will earn the respect of football fans outside of Tennessee. I predict
a 27-17 Titan victory Sunday, with Steve
McNair as the MVP with 260 yards
passing and three touchdowns.

Analysis .

jASON
BIU.INGSLEY

" TENNESSEE
LOVES ITS ROLE
AS UNDERDOG.
THE TEAM
THRIVES ON
FANS AND
SPORTS WRITERS
LOOKING PAST
THEM."

]uson Billingsley is tire sports editor for
"Tite Murray State News."

MSU indoor track finishes second, third at Southeast Missouri Invitational
BY CLAYTON

R.

"We were proud of our kids,
and glad to be back in operation
from the long break," men's and
women's Coach Bob Doty said .
The men's team came in second
and earned 94.5 points in the ISevent contest.
SEMO won the competition
with a total of 108 points and UT-

LEIGH

' CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray State's indoor track and
field teams started the new
semester with second and third
place finishes in a Tri-State meet
at Southeast Missouri State University on Jan. 21.

Martin finished third with 76.5.
Several members o f the sprint
and distance teams had a top
showing.
Ken Shields beat out competi·
tors in the 400-meter d ash and
Brian P,1lmer d id the same in the
3,000-meter run.
"I' m really pleased with the

perfo rmance las t weekend,"
Pablo Sanchez, distance coach,
said. "We're in great shape right
now for this point.
''We have several runners near
their personal records, due to
their hard work during winter
break," Sanchez said.
Murray State's wom en's team

finished third with a total of 69
points.
Several members of the worn·
en's team took top honors as well.
Natalie Chandler won the highjump competition and Adrianne
Mayes s urpassed the field in the
triple jump.
"We usually run this meet with

SEMO to get back in s hape from
the break," Doty said. "This year,
Martin wanted to participate ...
we were glad to have the competition."
Both the men and women's
teams will be in action today and
Saturday at Southern Illinois Uni·
versity.
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r.:l"\ , full-!tme pn<ita()Cl to ldmtnl>tt:r
AIR I'ORCI!. Gn:a1 C"J-r opportunities
.onJ an;alnc.un wdNit" I•Jr Ccrln;d O tht:e,
;1\!JII.,hl<! fur ha)th rw:·hool llr:i•l', ;IR~ 17·
;\"i~l-.r lu:wsp:tpers wuh wd"llt'... , tc..ach·
27. r lu.s llfl to $l2,1X~l eniL,tmt:nt lx111us
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II you CjlJJhfyl f< •f lCl ihlt>mtJiion p;ack~l
ncw~l"•flc:r CXJX"ri<.-nn• 'Ubry, hc:nefia.c::~ll l·liOO-'iH·Il~AP <If '""t WWW:I.Ir·
~:nd rC>~uane 10, New ~lccltJ Dcp:ut·
fon:c..com.
ment. 1\entu<·kv PI'I.'S1 N:r\'K~. 101 C..an·
ORI\'ER·HO\IE EVERY \\'1!1'1\ENT>. No
MUller I.nil<!, f.:;.ru.tnn, 1\Y 40(1()1
NYC~ let.....: pun.hasc-new-nwn :1 lru<k
llNIIMITP.I> & Q IIAUFII'D LF.Afl~ nn
In ~4 monch.s """I :an•nuntant ht I 2
pru,flt'din)!! A rJrt! upptmuncty fur
mnnch~.
OWner
O pc ratn ts·Nc w
lln,n•~'<l lf1.,Ur:lnco: "Sen~.> to ltK>k for
SO Hl/n ulc (l<l'l<h l!F.mplyl. Pro,'idt•
lull clmc, unlinnted anoouw '~IL'<'r' Call
I~L'\c: plat<' .S. pt·nnt~' · 1 1~1U lt.thaliry,lucl
l)on 0 R00·7j<).(l.ll17
taxo. Toi!J -.ctle rcct'lpt'\, Ctm•ll:lllY I >n·
ACCOlJNT.'\:-.n'- l.tlndnurk C.ntnmunttr
•·en;. Sundup ,·oowntlnnab. :-run Ufl 111
$0.33/nulc: Frc.-.: 1nwr:m<.t..,., 40 IK n'lart:·
N~"''pa[ler.<. In,· ~'" puhl~'hin11 n>mfJ:l·
ny ha.,~<l m Shdh}"'·Uf~, 1\t:ntu<.ky, 11. trh
111t'nl. Qu~laly an -1 h•><ar... f.l'f"' Tran>fl<>ll
nrx·r:,lion~ llJ.UUil\\-iO~ Tn lt•.m\ molt:
I • II 0 II • lJ ·I A • (i 7 li li .
all< •ul u' "'II www I.CNI mm. LCNI has
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wu<k ~xpc:rien<..: Wmk exr><.'ficn<.e wath
I}'>
umll~tllcri~.,u ~fl!C".Ithht•t·l~ :1nd acl'(l\11\1•
M'CUilF YOIIR 1'1 fl"l/RI~. tlp co .37 ''fllll
inll ~olt\\.are h J"dcrrnl Tlw es-.,nttal
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juh 1Unt1100' tndut.Jc L~>ocdan:oiiCl)l !he
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9l1.u.i~J www ..m.1!fi'Xpto.'>.<.'Hn
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JnU (ll'l'Jl.ltlnjt •c\t.'r.ol ryf'l"' of
:'ol.ul Yl'" re:.umc to' 1-.:arl.'n
xn"·nhrcnnt•r '". P.O. lk•x 549, Shd·

Ul< OUnl"

t:l~ rt·curns

hyvillt•, KY. ·HXK>6 nr I'Jt1Jil \'our re•umt>
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INSl'RAl'>CE

"AlE~

Ref1MK:nUIJ\c 10

mark<1 new <."tln<:t'f>l lilc f'">tiU<.1. E..uf:>.
h,h,,C <Hent ha-.c: irhurc:o e:o.sr o;ale ~nu

Ol'ciiATOR & l•lx•rcr.o. l:.<flt!rit:n<cu
C;a-.c hackhoe,. Appl)" .ot 1272 Old flem

V:tllcy Rood. I!EO l.'ollpluyt•r.
,·r.~R"f YOt;R OWN 1\t.;:-.l!ltf.'i~l Set ynt~r
own >dledulc, Contml your n"'n
tni.'lt11t' He an Avon Rt,re>nlt:mve. Call

IIKI>-94 2.-lin3.

DRIVF.I<.OWNF.R OPERATOR~- More
hnmc lame ph ... enjoy lUcen t.' rcr male,
pl;lle.,Jp,·nnaL,, had l"MU, W<lfken~ COillJ),
mcxli,ai plan "n\1 ll1nl'l:l Wr: :tl"l o llcr
t<>mpany dl,.nunb on n:pain. and had!
Canlanal fl'l:ajlhl C:irra.-r... ~l6-9J~·~I~t .
www.r.u'di~<"Uill EOP..
DRIVER/1:'\EX'I)If'.;tm lop to S,.i$.000 the
f1r.1 ye:~r. Tuhaon rc·unhu,..,mcnt av-JII·
uhlr:. II00-:!~7-41H2 x l~ 12 Exfl<'rlcn<.'t:ll
drawr~ t"Jrn SHOO a week. U~A TnKk

dut,kll'l of <nmCllC!f't'bls :.end resume tn:
I'LG·TV, P.O. »<•~ 63'}, Ban.l...cuwn, 1\Y

40004
DRIVF.RS • Natimul l>lstnhutnr., n~w
pay plun'• Sllllll""• , )OLj!lll, leon)s,
.~'X:pm.

otl1 H00-398-9')01!

•tJc.:.•.

DIIIVEI!S, owe lh~ roatl. 3-;
Flal
Willa side., l:lle moJd l'ttnvc:ntiUI\:JI' J
Yl'"Jt'li c:xperlcn<:<". ::>t:~n J\(-.j!lf :1 male+

l>c:nc:tils. C:lll

~4-()(,.fR.

ll!IIV'£!1 - Company clrh·.,r.o :mJ rl\\'ll<'r
np.:r.tlor. C:JII cnd.ly :~nd a,k ahout our
:R,rear nt\\ cum~n."';1t1on anU lx1nu~
fl<~<kotl!e~
Jll)yd lin._, HOO·~·I .PI').lj
!00• call K00-633·1.\n.l EOE.
NOTH I!\G d<e ""'nrkcd yeti $30,000 taN
yt':lr <.':lming.,. kam to <lri~e a IN< k. Nn
<"Onii"Jn bhor Pb<:cmc:nt I~ flrunc·
1n11 af quali11t"<l. ll0().865·72l>4/ll I 2 lAA.!4-17

PRIVEHS·NEED YOli R CDll S600·$9<Ml
pu wk I i <Lay Cu. f>u tr:linhll!, lx·nt··
laLvr..1tn.-n~t:nt Inquire 31xJul how en
enroll "ich 1111 down fl'l)m<-nt~ l..il()(J.

99"i·'i83.!
REC;IONAL ~C:IIC up1o J.a Lpnll.lO Cflm
lx>nu,, Hnuw ..,..,.,k<:11tb l~XI
milt:' weekly, .\lt'<.ht."JI, Jl!lltal, 101K.
ConventannoJ., , 0!~ f1Cr11>rm:Jnce honu~
Lin• l..Ur aj!<'nll HOO-I!li!-II.H8.
••11nin~

DRI\"Efl<; • ~~~~rul l>ri\cr. n<'edt:t.l •
t.lue to cxpJO.'IOn ol our tl...:t, ~rTrun•·
p<an " now hlnnl! exp.:nenced OTR on·
'~" Full hcndtls, ~at hom~ tune,
IIIKxlmllc.,. Truananjl ;av;u l~hlc Fnr 111ore
lnln c:all I-AAII·H77-9YtH/ I..XOO.S IH·W~2
l'XC 110~.

f'R()Ili:GTIO'I MANM;fR l'or c':lhle TV
Matiof'l In R:ircbtuwn ~k,lu 100, ahoocln;t. <-diun~ IS l'I\"~11\'C wlc:nt- fm pro-

.l'X:rm <all mlk"J<l

nz

MEDICAL

tfiJ0-237-lMl
DRIVERS l"Efi)ED: ll<"t your COL and u
j:tn:';lt jolt Tr.lln lot.';dly Gel paid wlule tn
!lt·hool. no OlOOC) 0\lt of your p<><.'keC
F.;~m ur to $!10C) or OM Ire,~~( Wt:t:kl'n<b

ll';lint'~.

Snuth & '«'c:<t lane.•, "xwc:ntkw\:11 lr.l,..
tors gr<.':ll henc:la~.> /!O().jj4.96n ext. "i96,

I>IABETlC PATH::NTS!! If you han:
Mt'llic:lre or Prtv;oce ln.'<Ur.ar>ee, yotJ nuy
be d1~hlc: to reu-lve your Dulldlc M!pplics :11 no ('O<it to )OU !1 For n10re lnf<X·
macaon call l>o~heCK ~upJlly loll fm.: I•
Hl~l'l-46(>-2671! ! no liMO's)

MEOIC.AIIP. IH·:CIPIF.NTS u'in11 ~ Ndxa·
h1ct .\b dllncl Stop p:1yin11 full price lor
1\lbutc:rr>l. ...tmv<'nl, ert·. ,;olulion.•.
\ lt:dr.';IR: will pay for thc:m. '1\"e hall
~~~rc fur you ulll.l t'hiJl uam1l) to
y(lur door. Mf.D·A-:->AVE I-RQ0-5JX·91!49
X 190.

TENN LA N!> HARGAIN 14 nc/1'5()0'
u ec:k Sl9,'JOIJ .. ht time nlfo:reU! Very prav:trc:·all wt.x>Ot-d w/'(;entc tn:c:k, Great
t1nanun11 Only o ne ,-call TN Tlmho:rline
now I·HOO-HJA.99f>'l, ~190. , ,
1• •
• •,
roH L
'f..fl !1l
GET MAIIRifD, ;>moky Mnunt~Jn,, area'
I1IO.'il ~autiful L1und•, •lldlanc.-d man<-·
ln"a. compk'le 2rr:1n~menL<, honey·
m.-.m/f~mily <':Jilin.<, hrothbkln11 vac.....,..
Wc:<klin!l nrr.tnjlt:mc:nc• 1100./193·7274.
v a.::mnn lod111nM. ll00-634·'ill14. .,m•>ky·
wrtldlnll' •·om
A H£AIJTIFUL Candldot, OltJ.I'W>hlnnt"d
•vcddins d~>pc:l ovcrlookln11 rh·cr,

smoky Mountains, TN. Hor11t:.<frJII.'I\ ClJ"o
pcu.al, urJ:uo.xl minL>.tcr.,

ru~. ahlm,

no te•l•
!VOWS!

ulnR<nm
!hans lOr

pinu"""·

It::~~~

Spc..1al oifc:r Cc:reot'ICIO)":
Ga...., uS

•·kk.~•. flo,.~$120.00.

:t <~Ill l•l(le).922·2QS2,

WANTED

$1~·$4')/HOUR. t:uuntry·, n11~'' cs1.1l,.
.\itxh<.'U~ Dt•ntal hallin~ :.oft wan:

lXH11p:lny I<K>klnjl ror fl<.'<lf'le If) (lllll'a'<
frr>m home. Tr:untr111 rlfm kk:d.
Mu.'>l own <"<llt!f'UU:r Call cud~)"!" HOI).
22.\-.1149 ~xt H>l

l·llOO.o14~1l6?7

http://www heartlandwed·

W"EOJ>JNG tlliU."> IN TH~: ~mokte:. A
unique we<.klin11 clupd otTc:nlljl <'Very·

ll,hed

~bim.;

Heartland

DN'I.AY H0 '4ES WA f\rTF.D Sklanjl~>.ln·
<low' I';Jtln RXlOi', No p;~ymc.'lll~ until
M.ay 2000. All t-n:.llt qu:alifle, l'".l)'lllc."lll.'i

...unm11

~~ $H'J 00 ~

mnnch.

c~u

I-ROO,

2~!-IJIH.i

TRAVEL

SPECIAL!

40 ACRE.' \n'O~II N<;: IMkbhlt• land
nc::u town & lake. Only $1'1'5 down.
Sl95 monthly lndudln!( 9'lll intcrc.."<l or
SI9.M ~~,h. l)n:w Moody 1·2\lH-676I,HS

Send a Valentine with.
the C lassified s.
OcaJline ) p.m. WeJ.

""c"

TENNESSEl' LAKE HAHGAIN . 3
with hoar 'IIJ1 H4.900. llt:;aucafull)•
wnndal, ~pcc:t.o.,;ular view.,, wtth ~tt'o.'i
m <C'}':Q:tl clc:~r men bkc:- nutro II! hole
~tolf cout'llcl fl'l'ed ,..;ads, utllillc:!l, >nib
t~-t...J I.<JW. lo" finanong. Cllll LMS
R0<}-71}1-.~•s~ ex• Go4t

Feb. 9

TlNN MTN CA BIN~ uc. S~9.1Xl0. lncrt:d·
thl" nlln \ lt·ws! Min' rn 'cc:nac .~ wald
Oheu Ra\'er & HO.(XX) Ut'l'l' Wtldlaft~ lllllllll
at't"'.l Great On.:zndn11 Cllll - Thnhct·
hnc: now l.:f!OO.RI4-996~. c.\1 fll67

''Lowest Rates In Town''

Ford Authorized
Rental vehicles

Available Feb. 8

)

cars to vans

Requirements
At least 2 t

yean of age, valid driver'S license.

''MaJor tredlt cards"
Local pickup anllaltle

Parker J=ord Lincoln-Mercury
70t Main st.
DOwntown Murray
751 • 5271 Ask for W•d•
I.
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MEMORIAL: Friends remember his smile

Weathe~eactzon

From Page 1

Snow pleasant surprise for students
SEVERAL
RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGE
FACULTY •
HEADS WILL
VACATE THEIR
POSITIONS
AFTER THIS
SCHOOL YEAR,
INCLUDING
THREE OF THE
FIRST FACULTY
TO HOLD THE
POSITION.

By LISA

WHEAT

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sharaf Alkibsi peered out his
window curiously Saturday
morning and smiled.
Large white fluffy flakes were
dropping endlessly from the
gr.:1y sky, some content to rest on
tree branches, while others
formed a pure, white covering
over the ground below.
" I thought to myself, they
must be kidding," Alkibsi, junior
from Yemen, a country in the
Middle Enst, said.
Before a ski trip to Vermont
over the holidays, snow to Alkibsi was no more than a phenomenon seen in American cartoons. To him, tracking through
Saturday's snow was an exciting
event. He snapped pictures to
show his friends back home.

"I am looking forward to
going home in May 2001 and
having that in my memories, pictures of the snows of Murray,"
Alkibsi said.
Likewise, Risn lkemolo from
Japan was excited about the
snowfall.
"When I woke up that morning I called my friends and woke
them up," she said. "I even
called my family (in Japan) to let
them know I had snow here."
While snow is prevalent in
northern Japan, lkemoto is from
the south where the occasional
snowfall doesn't linger on the
ground for long.
1
''It doesn't stay like this, white
everywhere," she said.
Ikcmoto and her friends spent
five hours Saturday meticulously carving a castle in a large

mound of snow. In her three
years at Murray State, lkemoto
can't remember this much snow
on the campus.
While the snow may be novel
to foreign students, to Kentucky
natives like Deanna Osborne, it's
old hat. Osborne, junior from
Louisville, is accustomed to
enduring white flurries in her
hometown.
"Me and the snow are fine,
except when I'm driving," she
said.
Sophomore Monica Wilson
from Ava, Ill. said she was initially happy for the snow, then
became weary of the cold.
"I guess that since it hasn't
happened in a couple years, I
was pretty happy for once," she
said. "I can take about one day of
it, and that's about all."

SNOW: Meteorologist predicts weather to become normal eventually
From Page 1

western Climate Center.

Boyette estimated that on average,
Murray receives about eight inches of
snow each year. That figu re may be
slightly oft-bnlanccd by the extreme
conditions in certain years, such as the
infamous El Nino season last year.

Murray may reach its average mark
this year, as Boyette roughly p redicted the city will experience a couple
more light snowfalls this season. The
snow last weekend was the first for
this winter.

The most snow Murray has received
in a single month was january of 1985
when 29.4 inches fell on the city,
according to rt•cords from the Mid-

Boyette said near normal temperatures will reach Murray in February.
For the beginning of thnt month,
highs should be in the low 40s, with

EU:Rl' U\t TIIOlS\\USOt' KIDS
BRI\G Gl) STOSUIOOL
l·ind uul hu\\ lu !::l'l F,UII~
Hilt or till' hanch. ufduldma.

1-800-WE-PREVENT
:V>e ............ bllilr
N·~ .,.,.

1111,... ,..;..;,., 'unu•.

\tM. ntk'! rnure.

lows in the mid 20s. By the end of February, temperatures will reach 50,
with lows near 30.
Those who think next month
sounds chilly should be thankful not
to be in Murray on February 18, 1936
when the thermometer plummeted to
-12.
The lowest temperature recorded in
the history of the city wns -20 on Janunry 18, 1930.

she said. " He was the type of person
that no matter what came up, he would
get so excited about it. He enjoyed
doing everything."

cling system in Hart College.
The one thing Thompson will always
be remembered for was his smile.
"Every time he walked into the room
In honor of his friendship and
he had a big smile on his face and a big involvement, the Hart Honors Society
hello for everyone," French said.
has instituted a scholarship in his name.
"He ~as about to get his braces off," The intramural teams collectively
Jamie Goatley, Thompson's girlfriend, agreed to retire Thompson's number
said. "He got braces in March and it and jersey and place it in Hart College.
was just before my senior prom.
There will also be a memorial placed in
"He vowed he wouldn't smile, but honor of him through the Newman
Scott couldn't do that. He had to smile." House, where donations can be made.
Hart College FacuJty Head Corky
· At the memorial service, Sister Mary
Broughton agreed.
Metthias Ward of the Newman House
"He was always there with a smile on
spoke in honor of Thompson.
his face," he said.
''Scott loVt~d everyone; he was everyEveryone who knew him agreed he
one's best friend," Ward said. "Like the
was a great friend.
"He w.1s a great person," French said. song, 'You are loved, you are beautiful,
"He never forgot a face. You could not you are a gift from God.' Thank you
Scott for being a gift to us."
ask for a better friend."
Jamie Oxford, president of Hart HonGoatley said: "I'll have moments
ors Society, said Thompson was .1 giv- when I want to cry, and then I'll just
ing person.
smile. Everyone wonders why I'm smil"He would do anything for anyone," ing, and I say, ' I know Scott's smiling, at

GRANT: $26 million to build science complex
From Page 1
from Blackburn Science Building. After
completion of the complex, tentatively
targeted for 2004, the 54-year-old
Blackburn would be razed to make
room for other construction.
Mateja said Bl.lckburn Science Building "needs everything."
Originally constructed in 1947 and
finished in 1949, the building has not
had extensive construction work performed on il since 1967, when the
expansion was built. As a result, massive electrical work has been necessary,
and Jab space has been severely hampered for students.
The proposed new science building

would also be a great boon to the College of Scicnct''s recruitment and retention efforts, Beth Brubaker said.
"l view it as a building that may
invigorate our science efforts," Brubaker ~aid. "Most incoming students are
coming from high schools that have
better lab facilities than we do. I think
this is important to the image stud ents
have of our University.''
SGA College of Science Senator Ben
Gross echoed Brubaker's sentiments.
"It's definitely time to either build
new or renovate," Gross said. "With 26
million dollars, they'll be able to offer
~orne of the equipment that (other colleges) use. This will help us be better
prepared for the workforce."

l\lletropolltan C o m munity C h u r ch
of Paducah

~
•

P.O.Box188

Paducah, KV 42002

M eetin g e "

Rev. L .

F~n, Pes•~;'~~~~ ~~~~~

••

•

626-B Broadway
(Behind Curtis
May's Studio)

Services:
S u nday 11 :00 A.M.
W ed. 7:00 P.M.

4:30-Sp.m .
(270) 443-3339
(270) 753-6361

Feb. 3 & 4

Curris Center
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Talk gets real.
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